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Preface
My special thanks go to my granddaughter Petra, who encouraged me to nally write down
my memories as suggested by many people. Petra attended the 12th and 13th grade of
the grammar school "College of the School Brothers" in Illertissen in an advanced course
in physics and history.

In two lessons in her 12th grade in Spring 2004 I spoke, in a

summarized version, about the war and my experiences as a time witness. Afterwards I
wrote down my memories in more detail and divided them into four parts.
As I had written down important experiences during my war mission in a diary-like
manner with time details, it was possible for me to reproduce these events in Part III.
In my memoirs I also included stories from my parents and siblings, as well as from time
witnesses, who I had met at that time, and also took the historical events into account.
I would also like to thank my daughter-in-law Elizabeth Blinstrub for the translation
into English (2019) and my grandson Dr.-Ing Jason Blinstrub for the print layout.

Kempten, den 22. Juli 2005

Josef Blinstrub

I. Part: Childhood 1929 - 1940

My father

Josef Blinstrub (LT:Juozapas (Juozas) Blinstrubas) ,
in Good

born on 28 September 1876

iliunai (pronounced Schiliunai), Pagiriai, Ukmerge/LT, baptized in Sesikai,

died on 31 January 1968 in Ingolstadt/Germany at the age of 91 years.
My father studied agriculture and forestry in Kiev / Ukraine and was then a qualied
agronomist.

He told me that after this he was occupied at the

Ministry in Minsk,

Belarus (which was still, under the Czar) as a Commissioner for Agriculture and Forestry.
After the

October Revolution in 1917, the Bolshevism communism regime took power.

This was followed by expropriations, persecutions and abductions to Siberian criminal
labour camps.

In the countryside, landlords especially the Russian

Kolaks who were

middle-class and large-scale farmers with families and extern workforce, were aected
hard.

Through communism, the farmers were forced into collective farms (agricultural

production communities) which meant the free farming time was ended. My father did not
want anything to do with the Bolshevism communism and therefore gave up his position
in the ministry and returned to Lithuania in 1918. After he completed the Lithuanian
Forestry Academy he became a forester for the Lithuanian state on

21. May, 1921.

My Mother

Wanda Blinstrub ,
in the Estate

born Novicki (LT: Vanda Novickaite), ), born on August 2nd 1903

Viesos, Kr. irvintos/LT, died on February 14, 1994 in Munich at the

age of 90 years.

Marriage of parents

on 15 September 1928 in the Vytautas church in Kaunas (fa-

ther 52 and mother 25 years old).

Ancestors of my father
Blinstrub is an old Polish-litauischen nobility. From historical sources since around 1500.
The family crest has 2 swans, one sits on a crown helmet, the other is down in a red
shield. They came from Poland to Lithuania around 1550-1570 but originally came from
Scandinavia. The name

Blinstrub is a typical Danish name. In Denmar there are many

places with the characteristic ending Strup.
Which means Blensland. (See

There is a small town called Blenstrup.

www.blinstrubas.com!)

According to deliverance, the P

was changed to a B during their time in Poland because the ending was not appropriate
Note to Part I

memories.

The information is taken from old documents, the stories of my parents, transcripts and my own
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(stup = corpse) which was understandable as they were an important family in public
aairs.

The ancestors of my mother
My mother's ancestors from mother and father originated from Germany. My mother's
grandparents came from Gumbinen in East Prussia. Her grandfather Karl Ramonat was
an architect and building master and came to Lithuania with his family. Here he built
two castles, two churches and a bridge in Vilnius. My grandfather came from the middle
of Germany, he owned an estate and his coat of arms had a peacock as emblem.
were able to leave Luthania in

We

1941 to Germany because of our German ancestors. My

grandmother Alexandra Novicki , born Ramonat left with us, my grandfather Alexandra
Novicki, had already passed away. (For more information see "Memories of a bygone era.
Written by Ellen Hermann-Atorino!)

My sisters
Nijole-Franziska Hermann, born Blinstrub, born on 11. October 1932 in Rimu£iai,
Kr.

irvintos/LT, married to Erich Hermann, born on 12. Februar 1932 in Ingol-

stadt, resident in Mannheim.
Gertrud Herz, born Blinstrub, born on 17. January 1939 in Kaunas/LT, married to
Rudolf Herz, born 15. October 1942 in Polling, resident in Polling, Kr. Weilheim.
My childhood
I was born on

July 8, 1929 in Rimu£iai,in the province of Sirvintos in Lithuania.

My father was a forester therefor we lived quite remote in a stately forestry house in

Rimu£iai (Forest Management Ukmerge). The house was built out of wood, like most
buildings in rural areas.

A very large forest area was part of the estate.

My father

was supported by a sub-forester and 12 uniformed and armed forest keepers.

A small

agriculture part was also included for our own supplies. A child maid was hired to look
after the children. The agriculture work was carried out by a maid and a farm labourer.
There was no electricity, no running water in the house, and no machines.

Water was

taken from a well. The lighting consisted of petroleum lamps and candles. We used wood
for heating. In the living room, there was a large stove made of brick and clay. This was
used for baking bread, cooking and for heating. In the very cold days, us children played
on top of the stove and sometimes even slept there. There was enough space as it was 2m
x 2m.
We fed on our agricultural products. We made our own butter and had the leftover
buttermilk along with potatoes. When the milk got sour, we also had this with potatoes.
In the evening, we ate mostly milk soup with homemade noodles or homemade bread.
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Figure 1: 1932: Rimuciai Forestry Oce (Lithuania). My parents and I (3 years) with a
sub-forester and 12 forest supervisors.

Figure 3: 1936: Father, Lithuanian 1st
class forest ranger

Figure 2: 1928: My parents
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Sometimes we also drank cow's milk straight after milking with dry bread.

We ate a

lot of potatoes, cabbage and sauerkraut. The latter very often raw. Potatoes were, so
to speak, the second bread of Lithuania. In Spring and Summer, we gathered sorrels in
our elds and made a soup which we had with potatoes. After we slaughtered we had
homemade sausages. Otherwise there was no sausage meat. Only when my father went
to the city, he brought a ring of Krakauer back with him. This was very special! Even
today I still like to eat Krakauer and drink milk or buttermilk with potatoes. We always
had a small barrel of salted herring which we ate in dierent variations, usually with sour
cream, onions and potatoes.

We also made cheese ourselves by lling linen bags with

curd, tied them up and placed them in between 2 boards and laden these with a heavy
stone. After about 1 week, the curd was pressed out and the cheese was nishes. It was
only lightly salted. For food storage, we had an ice tray outside the house. This was a
basement which lay half in the ground and was covered with a thick layer of clay and
earth. In the winter, we broke ice from our sh pond, which was then brought to the ice
cellar. It was cool there the whole summer and we could keep our food there. We also
kept our salted meat for preservation there.
In the winter, holes were hacked out of the ice to get water.

These holes re-froze

overnight with a thin layer of ice. One time, when I was about 5 years old, I tried to see if
I could stand on this ice layer and then it broke and I fell in. I could only hold on to the
edge of the ice with one hand. I screamed very loud and luckily one of our farm helpers
heard me and pulled me out of the ice hole. I was chilled to the bone. My mother and
our maid gave me a hot bath and wrapped me up in lots of blankets. After this a picture
of a guardian angel hung over my bed.
At that time, there were no health insurance and the next doctor was in the approx. 8
to 10 km further away. In rural areas, there were no doctors and no public transportation.
You had to either ride of go with the horse-drawn carriage or in the winter ride with the
horse sleigh.

Illness or little accidents had to be treated by oneself.

We drank teas or

made compresses from medicinal herbs which we gathered ourselves. In the case of colds,
10 so-called cupping glasses were placed on the breast and then on the back. To get a
suction eect, the glasses were brushed with methylated spirit and then lit and placed
on the body. The skin was absorbed approximately 1 cm deep and colored slowly blue
and red. Then the glasses removed with a loud plopp. It was not a pleasant procedure
but it supposedly was good for blood circulation and have a healing eect for colds. We
also had to drink tea from linden blossoms which made us sweat very much. We gathered
the owers for the tea during the owering time. Sometimes pork lard was rubbed into
our breast. Calf compresses were carried out which helped high temperatures. We also
gathered and dried medicinal herbs, e.g. Yarrow owers, Camomile owers, peppermint
ect. For medicines, we always had aspirin, ichthyol ointment and iodine tincture in the
house. Iodine tincture was our cure for everything. If we had a toothache, the tooth was
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brushed with iodine. We gurgled with iodine for painful throats or headaches. In case of
injuries, the wounds were disinfected with iodine. According to the latest surveys, iodine
is not used any more as it can cause allergies.
I played mostly alone. Hazelnut twigs were my horses on which I pretended to ride
a horse. I gathered horse manure from our stable, lay them down beside my twigs and
gathered them again later. Next to our house was a small birch tree forest. In the spring
I tapped the birches and drunk the juice. It tasted sweet and was also used for washing
hair. In Lithuanians, many birches grew and there were beautiful birch forests.
I often went to the forest with my father, and I always had salt with me because
my father said if I sprinkled salt on the tail of a hare, I could catch him. To my great
disappointment, of course, I never succeeded. My father rode mostly by horse because it
was a huge forest area which he had to look after. If he took me with him, I sat in front
of him on the horse. My mother told me that on a summer day, Mr. Tod, the forestry
director came to our house for a meeting. When I saw that he went to the toilet outside
of the house, I followed him with a handful of leaves. I asked him to use the leaves and
leave the paper for the winter. In the house we had no toilet. We always had a night pot
under the bed in case you had to go at night during the frosty winter times.
On

9th November, 1935, when I was 6 years old, my father was sent to the forest

oce in

Upnikai (forest management Ukmerge). There was also no electricity here.

In Lithuania, schooling began only after the age of 7.
7 years old in

Therefore I started school with

September 1936 in the Lithuanian folk school in Upnikai. I had to

walk about 2-3 km through a moorland to school.A girl from the same neighborhood
walked with me. Once, on the way home, she was thirsty so we went to a farm to drink
some water. There was nobody in the house. A small dog barked and another German
shephard dog which was attached to a chain, pulled the chain back and forth until the
chain snapped. We got scared and ran away. But the dogs were faster. They ran after us
and the German shepherd dog threw me to the ground bit me into the spine. It took a
long time for the wound to heal.
On a winter's day, my father was on a business trip. He had the
pulling his cart.

This was very wild and unpredictable horse.

Trakehner mare

My father was on his

way home from the forest management in Ukmerge and wanted to go straight ahead to
Upnikai. The horse, however, wanted to turn right, to the estate where my grandparents
lived, and suddenly jumped over a ditch together with the cart. The cart toppled over
and my father hit his head on a stone and lost consciousness. Luckily, people came by
who were on their way to a wedding in the next village. They pulled the cart up, put
my unconscious father on the seat and tied him to it. They wrapped the reins around
his hands and left the mare to walk on. The mare ran to Viesos to the estate where my
grandparents lived. Just before it got there, my father regained consciousness.
Because of this accident, my father was only able to work 50% and was retired at the
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age of 60 on 1st October 1936. His pension was only 50% of the last 15 years for which
he worked with the Lithuanian state. His working years in Russia did not count.
In

November/December 1936 we moved out of the state forestry and lived at rst

on the farm of Jonas and Veronika Ambrozevius (married sister of father) in
neighboring village of
in

Viesos, a

Bredenai. As a dowry my mother was given about 20 acres of land

Bredenai with about 3 acres of forest. In 1929, my parents had a barn and stable built

there as well as apartments for the agricultural workers. The land was managed by farm
workers and were under our supervision. The construction of our house began in 1936
and wasn't nished when we arrived from Upnikai. It was built of wood, and between the
wooden beams sealed with moss which was normal for this area. The foundations were
made of stone.
In the

summer of 1937 we nally moved to our house in Bredenai. Our property

was located outside the village by the river Irvinta. A long section of the river belonged
to us. I made a rod out of hazelnut twigs and used a strong sewing thread as a shing
line and a cork as a oat. Them I shed in the river. I only caught smaller sh of course
such as red-eyes, foundlings, Ukeleis, Döbel and the like. My mother fried the 20 to 30
pieces of sh and we all ate these. My cousin Pranas Ambrozevi (about 18 years old) had
shown me how I could catch lampreys. I dug in the river where bubbles rose and caught
lampreys and hung them as bait on a shing line with several large hooks. I then threw
them far into the river and left them overnight. The next day the hooks were all empty,
but the bait was gone. Sometimes I succeeded in catching sh with my hands. Later my
father and I shed with a boat and nets.
As we were quite far away, I had no playmates of the same age and had to occupy
myself on my own. The river was generally not very deep, but had deep pools. Because
of this, and because I could not swim, I was forbidden to go into the river. Unfortunately,
children do not see the danger and so I nevertheless still secretly bathed in the river.
With a laundry trough (= lengthy trough made of wood for washing) I tried to sail on
the river boat, but toppled over at the slightest movement. With wet clothes, I dared not
go into the house. I was afraid to be seen by my parents. I undressed behind the barn
and dried my clothes in the sun. Only when they were quite dry, I went into the house.
Later I tied two tufts out of rushes and then xed them as a oat with 2 strings under
the trough and now my boat did topple anymore and I could drift on the river.
In winter, I often skated on the frozen river with an ice skate and broke in several
times when, in some places, due to the stronger ow or springs in the river, the ice was
too thin. My ice skate was a wooden block with a thick wire fastened underneath as a
running surface. I tied this skate with my shoelace on my right boot. With my right foot
on the ice skate I skated on the ice and pushed myself with my left foot. It was not until
much later that my uncle Alexander from Jonava, (who was also a forester), gave me a
proper pair of ice skates which were clammed onto the shoes.
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I rode very much over the elds and jumped over trenches, always without a saddle.
One time the trench appeared too wide for my horse and it suddenly stopped in full gallop
and I went ying over the trench. Fortunately, nothing happened to me. The horse ran
home without me and I had to walk home. I was not allowed to ride the Trakehner mare
because it was too wild and unpredictable. Sometimes when it was hooked up to the cart
or coach it didn't move at all then suddenly sped into a full gallop. Once she jumped,
with the empty sled over the closed garden gate. The cart and the wooden gate naturally
broke.
In the forest, we gathered mushrooms, bilberries and cranberries. There was plenty
of these there. Therefore, in the winter months, we always had a large quantity of dried
fruit, mushrooms, and preserved berries. On our side of the river there was a large slope
and there were many trees there and hazelnut shrubs.

We gathered the hazelnuts for

winter. I climbed on a lot of the trees and built tree huts. In the summer, I dug for earth
bumblebees to look for honey. Usually I only found honeycomb with brood. To protect
myself against stinging I put a our sieve in front of my face and tied a towel around head
and neck and put gloves on to protect my hands.
In

1937, I was 8 years old and went to Viesos in the 2nd class of Lithuanian school.

My school journey was about 3km long. In the summer, I sometimes rode to school but
mostly I walked. Instead of using the wooden bridge across the

river Vieselka I often

walked over the railings of the bridge. Once I lost balance and fell into the river. I was wet
and my school bag with books and notebooks were wet. I twisted my ankle in the process
and could hardly walk so I crawled on all fours to the farm of Ambrozevicius. which was
2 KM away. There my aunt bandaged my foot (she had helped with cows before who had
broken limbs) and strapped me up with cartons and bandages.

Back home I had cold

compresses put on my foot and compresses with agave leaves. Since I could not run I was
put in a pram with large wheels. I was then able to whirl myself around but of course at
8 years old I was ashamed to have to sit in a pram.
In the winter, I was taken and picked up at school by sleigh, either by my father or our
farm help. In our area, there were very many wolves. In the winter, when the wolves were
particularly hungry, it was very dangerous to go alone. At night, the wolves often howled
at the barn. Often one could see their "overexciting eyes. We had to take our sheepdog
into the house in winter because he would certainly not have had a chance of survival
outside. My father told me, that one time his dog was torn by the wolves, when he walked
outside the house late at night. One night in winter at the farm of Ambrozevicius, the
wolves in winter dug underneath a wooden panel of the barn and killed several sheep.
The political situation in the world became more and more restless. My parents sold our
land in Bredenai in the

summer of 1939. On 1 September 1939, the war between

German and Poland began and ended on 29th September with the capture of Poland.
England and France declared war on Germany on 3rd September 1939. I was 10
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years old. Towards the end of the polish war and the occupation of Eastern Poland by
the Soviet Union (see below), endless columns of Polish soldiers passed through Viesos in
the direction of Klaipeda at the Baltic sea to escape to Sweden.
In Ukmerge, Gedimino gatve (Gedimino Street)
which he rented out to a Polish high school.
contract with the school.

No. 28, my father had a large house

In September 1939, he terminated the

At the end of 1939 we moved to Ukmerge and lived

in a few rooms in this house. We only lived there for a few months as my father then
rented the house to a hospital. We rented a house on the outskirts of town of Ukmerge. I
attended the

fourth grade of the local Lithuanian school. It was the school year

1939/1940.
The German  Russian border was determined on

August 23, 1939, within a non

-aggression treaty between the German Reich and the Soviet Union. Eastern Poland and
the Baltic republics of Estonia. Latvia and Lithuania were forced to join the Soviet Union.
The western part of Poland was given to the Germans.
In the

summer of 1940, the Soviet army invaded Lithuania. The Lithuanian

state president Smetana and some government members ed through Germany to Switzerland. It was a political upheaval. The Lithuanian Communists were under the protection
of the Soviets and occupied all political and industrial leading positions. The Lithuanian
people were suppressed, as were all other people under communist power. All Lithuanians, including my parents, were afraid to express themselves in any critical way. There
were many informants. We did not know at this time, that one day we would have the
chance to ee to Germany.
Many intellectuals, as well as dissidents were deported to Siberian criminal labor camps
as was also the case in others countries occupied by the Soviets.

Mostly at night the

secret service members picked the people up for interrogation and those were never seen
again. One learned later that about 4.000 Polish soldiers were shot near the Russian town

Katyn(Smolensk) even although there was no war on between the Soviets and Poland.
The Polish military lost many of its qualied executives. It was not until 1943 that they
were found in mass graves.
One day in

late summer of 1940, an employee of the town administration and a

Russian major conscated our rented house for a Russian ocer's family. Within 4 weeks
we had to move out. We moved temporarily to a workshop, which was behind the house.
Then my father found a 4-roomed apartment in a new house which belonged to a forester
colleague. A Jewish family with a 5-year old son and also a Russian ocer who wanted
to bring his family from Russia were interested in the at.
My parents often went to the new Mayor about this at. He was a communists and
former construction workers. Fortunately, the Russian ocer did not come back and so we
nally had to share the apartment with the Jewish family. They were called Rosenzweig
and the man was a teacher. We were 5 people and became 2 rooms. The other family
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with 3 persons also became rooms. The kitchen and the toilet were shared. There was no
bathroom there. It was a very nice family and a harmonious relationship developed.

In the summer of 1940 (school year 1940/41), I was 11 years old and was in the
5th class. In addition to the Lithuanian language, the Russian language was also used
taught. With the promises of the great leisure activities and many promises, the school
recruited for the communist

pioneer youths.

Towards the end of 1940, the new director came to our class and said that this day
would be a Russian Memorial Day with a march and whoever marched alongside could
have the day o school. A hurray went through the class. We were given red ags and
all the pupils marched alongside. This is remarkable considering, that Lithuanians were
hostile to the Soviets and the Lithuanian population did not want to know anything about
communism. But school children are easily manipulated when they are promised a day
o school. If this had been known a day before, most children wouldn't have marched
alongside because their parents would have had forbidden them. I cannot remember what
public holiday was concerned.
In Ukmerge I often skated in winter, partly on the road, partly on a public ice rink.
In the summer, I played football or netball. Nevertheless, I felt somewhat trapped in the
city and I missed the river and the trees on which I climbed and built tree huts in. There
I knew every bird's nest, every squirrel, and always knew where the sh were standing. I
often thought with sadness about the many trips I took with my father into the woods,
looking for mushrooms and our horse rides across the elds. This beautiful and troublefree time seemed now over. That made me often feel very sad.
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Figure 4: 1940: Last summer in Lithuania. Our family: Father, mother with Gertraud (1.5 years), Nijole Franziska (8 years) and me (11 years)
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II. Part: Resettlement 1941 - 1944
On 10 January 1941, a treaty was concluded between a German and a Soviet
delegation on the resettlement of the ethnic Germans from Lithuania.

They were to

return to the German Reich. Likewise, persons of Lithuanian and Russian ethnicity were
to return from the German Reich to the Soviet Republic.
As early as

the fourteenth century, the Lithuanian grand-duke Gediminas

recruited German craftsmen for his giant kingdom which spread from the Baltic Sea to
the Black Sea.

They were given great privileges.

Lithuania lasted for many centuries.

The immigration of the Germans to

Large immigration numbers were recorded in the

16th century, towards the end of the 18th and 19th centuries.

Our resettlement was voluntary. My parents registered for the resettlement to
Germany.

The decision was made by a German / Russian commission and we were

admitted to resettlement.

Our assets, the house in Ukmerge / Lithuania and also the

items left behind were registered, valued and paid over to a German trust company in
Königsberg / East Prussia (Kaliningrad) Soviet Republic. Our furniture and household
items were packed into boxes and sent to Germany by train.

These were submitted

in advance to the German resettlement trust company in Königsberg / East Prussia
(Kaliningrad).

From January to March 1941, approximately 52,000 ethnic Germans were
resettled from Lithuania to Germany. It was a logistical accomplishment of the
commission and the Lithuanian Germans to carry out the whole thing within those 3
months.
Most of the resettlers were transported by rail, but also by lorry to East and West
Prussia and also to the occupied territories of Poland (Warthegau). About 7,000 persons
with horses and wagons moved from all over Lithuania to the German border. Also 23,500
sheep, 16,250 pigs, 7,800 cattle and about 16,000 horses were transported to Germany.
The journey lasted for some weeks. The winter was very severe. People had to rest in the
wind shelters of the forests and melt snow at campres to water the animals, but also to
make tea or soup. The bread that was frozen in the severe cold also had to be defrosted.

On March 14, 1941, we drove with truck and a resettlement train from
Ukmerge /Lithuania in the direction of Germany. I was 11 years old, my father 64
years, my mother 37 years, my sisters Nelly 6 years and Gertrude 2 years. My grandmother
Alexandra, 81 years old, was also with us. My grandfather Kasimir had been dead for
many years.
The train crossed over the German /Luthuanian /Russian border at
brought us to

Kybartai and

Eydkau in East Prussia (Cernysevskoye), because the wide Russian rail

Note to Part II: The data were taken from the book "Die Umsiedlung der Deutschen aus Litauen" by A. Unger, from
my curriculum vitae of 8 October 1948, from various documents and from the stories of my parents.
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Newspaper articles in Latin script:
The rst Lithuanian-German transport crosses the border

According to German radio, the rst transport, consisting of 527 people, crossed the
German-Soviet border on 3rd February as part of the resettlement of the German ethnic
group from Soviet Lithuania. In Eydtkau the rst resettled persons were warmly welcomed
by the NSV.

About the resettlement of the Lithuanian Germans

Berlin, February 3rd. According to the German News Bureau, the German Reich government and the government of the USSR, as previously reported, have agreed to resettle
German Reich citizens and persons of German nationality from Lithuania, if they express
the wish to be resettled in the German Reich freely and without hindrance. The treaty
came into force on the day of signing, i.e. on 10 January of the following year. Js. in force.
Thanks to the preparatory work carried out by the Lithuanian German Ethnic Group Organisation, the Resettlement Command, which arrived in Lithuania in the night of January
23rd, immediately started registering the persons who expressed their wish to be resettled
to the Reich, and further developed the preparatory work for the resettlement itself. Already in the very near future the rst resettlement transports will leave Lithuania. The
thorough preparatory work of the ethnic German organizations, the energetic cooperation
of all their members on the one hand, and the support of the corresponding Soviet authorities on the other hand, give reason to hope that the resettlement will take place without
friction in the time envisaged.
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track ended here. Eydkau (Cernysevskoye) was the main crossing point for resettlement.
People, household goods and livestock were brought here and then put onto German
trains.
In

Eydkau (Cernysevskoje) we were greeted by young people in black uniforms

with fanfares.

At the station there was a large banner with the inscription

Welcome

to the German Fatherland and above the street a banner: Germany greets the
Lithuanian Germans. At rst we were led into a hall. Our hand luggage and small
children were carried by girls and boys in uniforms.
The girls wore a black skirt, a white blouse and a black scarf, which was threaded
through a perforated leather knot. The boys were in black uniform, and wore a brown
shirt and a black scarf, which was also threaded through a perforated leather knot. On
their right upper arm they had an armband with a diamond and a swastika in it. As we
learnt, the girls were from the Bund Deutscher Mädchen (BDM) and the boys from the
Hitlerjugend (HJ).
In the hall, the district leader, dressed in a brown-beige uniform, gave a welcoming
speech and then food and coee was served. There was also a fanfare procession of the
HJ. Afterwards we got into a German train and were taken to the

resettlement camp

Zgierz near Lodz (Poland), a former monastery.
After about 4 months we were transferred to a

resettlement camp in Templin near

Berlin. Here we lived in barracks from July to October 1941. In November 1941 we
moved from here to a resettlement camp in Bütow/Pomerania (Bytow), also
consisting of barracks. About 2 - 3 thousand people lived in such camps. For all of us, 6
persons including our grandmother, we had only one room with 3 wooden bunk beds. The
bedsteads consisted of boards and on top of them lay straw sacks as mattresses. There
were no cooking facilities. A small coal stove (so-called cannon stove) served as heating.
The toilets and washbasins were housed in separate barracks. There were also separate
barracks for washing and drying clothes. The camp was surrounded by a high wire mesh
fence with barbed wire, the entrance was guarded. The camp administration consisted
mainly of military personnel. In the camp we were subject to the
were supplied by a

community obligation.

collective care and

The women were regularly assigned to

kitchen work and were ate in a canteen barrack, which also served as a meeting room.
Apart from that we did not receive any further support.
According to a letter from the Mayor of East Prussia dated 8 May 1942, the "Supreme
Reichsamt" had resolved to support us. From the day of the dismissal from the collective
care of the camp my father became a support of 248 Reichsmark (RM) plus child allowance
(3 x 20 RM). Now we could look for a at which we nally found on the ground oor of
a two-family house in

Burgstrasse 7 in Bütow / Pomerania (Bytow). The at had 3

rooms, a kitchen and a small garden.

On January 21, 1943, after nearly two years of camp life, we moved into
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the at. We ordered our furniture from the German Resettlement Association. A family
with 2 sons lived above us. They were very nice and helpful neighbors.
In Bütow there was a castle surrounded by a moat. There was no water in the ditch.
The slope, was quite steep and was frozen solid in the winter. Here we could skate down
the slope with our skates. Outside the town was a little forest on a hill. In the winter
when there was snow or frost we went down the hill with our skates. It was a very steep
slope, which was separated in the middle by a forest path. I loved climbing to the top of
the path to get more speed. Once I was too fast and therefore jumped much too far over
the path and bounced o a tree on the other side of the path. I spun around and then
found that I could no longer move my left arm. The elbow was dislocated. I went home
and went to bed. When my mother returned from shopping, she was very frightened to
see me in bed. I then had to go to the doctor and became a plaster over my left arm,
which I had to wear for 4 weeks. That did not however stop me at my activities. When
the plaster was removed, it was in a bit of a mess.
Food could only be obtained per allocation of food stamps and other items could only
be purchased via vouchers. Everything was rationed. To help our nutritional situation, we
grew vegetables in our garden and kept rabbits. I believe we also had some chickens. Since
my father had only been with the Lithuanian state as a forester for 15 years, his pension
amounted to only 50 per cent of the salary of a German forester. This was presumably
regulated in the relocation agreement. His years of service as commissioner for agriculture
and forestry in the ministry of Minsk (Belarus) were not considered, neither in Lithuania
nor in Germany.
The money from the Russians for our property in Ukmerg was deposited at the German
Resettlement Trust Company in Königsberg / Ostpreu¸en (now Kaliningrad / Russia).
Between 1943 - 1945 my parents were oered houses from the trust company.

One in

Fürth, Gustavstr.56 and later in Munich. My father was very interested in the houses in
Munich and had a look at the objects. One was a house in the Sendlingerstr.Nr.31 / 32
for the purchase price of 118,000RM, which was burdened with 51,900 RM and a house
in the Damenstiftstr.Nr.7, at a value of 55,800 Reichsmark (RM) and was charged with
36,900 RM (purchase price no longer detectable).

The property and the house in

the Damenstiftstr.No.7 (ground oor and 4th oor) was reserved for us and
according to the letter Li / III / 12 / Co.

V. 19.3.1945 had already been

assigned. For this purpose, a rent and yield arrangement had been prepared from the
brokers August Kreuz, Munich, Liebherrstr. 2. However, the purchase was not carried
out. As the end of the lost war was already foreseen, a purchase contract was no longer
possible.

After the surrender, the Russians took over the state East Prussia thus also

Königsberg (Kalingrad). Therefore, our property was in Russian hands and was lost for
us. We were left with nothing.
Because of the resettlement, I left school during the
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5th class of the Lithuanian
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national school in March 1941 (11 years old). In February 1943 (13Years old)
I was sent to school in Bütow (Bytow) in the 5th grade. Until then, I had visited
the camp school in the resettlement camps for about two years. The German language
was taught there, as most, like me, could speak German. The children and young people
were prepared to be able to attend a German school.
To be admitted to the school, I had to become a member of the German Youth Party
(DJV). Therefore, I joined the DJV in

February 1943 (13 years old). It was a must

for boys between 10-14 years to join the DJV and between 15- 18 years they had to join
the HJ (Hitler Youth). It was also compulsory for girls between 10 -12 years old to join
the Jungfrau Association and between 13- 18 years to join the BDM (Confederation of
German Girls). The schools and administrations oces controlled that these memberships
were made.
At the DJV we played a lot of sports, played football, handball and had competitions.
We went to the movies, played games, and were in the camps on the holidays. We had
to march on political holidays. From time to time we also had to listen to politics, but
politics did not interest us, we had no interest in politics at this age.
I only stayed in the 5th Grade for about 3 months, then I skipped the 6th class and
passed the examination in the 7th class. There I stayed about 3 months, and was then
transferred to the 8th grade where I passed the examination into the 3rd class of the
upper school in Bütow (Bytow) in August 1943. I had to hand in a certicate from the
DJV when I registered at the school. It was very dicult for me to learn mathematics
because I was not able to express myself correctly in German.

I had to memorize the

work and wrote down exactly what was in the schoolbook. At rst, my teachers thought
I had copied from the book and I sometimes even had to hand in the book before a test,
but then the teacher realized that I had memorized the texts.
In the German Jungvolk (DJV), I was appointed a youth leader in

August 1943

(14 years old), and was given a red and white cord between the chest pocket and the top
button hole. I was in charge of a youth group of up to 15 Reichsdeutsche youths between
10 and 14 years. Of course, I was very proud because I was the only Volksdeutscher, i.
A German second class, who could not even speak proper German, and was given such a
leadership task. Moreover, in a time so strongly focused on Germanism.
Since I had ridden a lot in my childhood, I also joined the riding group of the DJV.
Here I could enjoy my hobby without the slightest expense. We had eight horses at our
disposal for riding. We had to brush them, feed them and muck out the barn. We got
riding lessons as well as horse and cart lessons and we often rode in the vicinity sometimes
with horse and cart.

In August 1944 I was put into class 4 but the school had to be closed because of the
eects of the war. On

August 1, 1944, I was just 15 years old, about 400 youths from the

Rummelsburg (Miastko) and Bütow (Bytow) districts were assigned to build a defensive
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wall ,the

"Eastern Wall". Pupils from my high school, including myself, also had to

help. This fortication wall was to run from East Prussia to Silesia on the initiative of the
Chief of the General Sta of the Army, Generaloberst Guderian. This part of the Eastern
Wall, which ran through Pomerania, was called
at the village

"Pomeranian Wall". Our location was

Johannishof, north of Gro¸ Karzenburg (Sepolno Wielkie), it must

have been about 20 km east of Bütow (Bytow). We walked there with our luggage and
were accommodated in a camp at

Lake Plötsch, with 6 to 8 people in a tent. We lay

on straw and everyone had only one blanket. We built a small footbridge into the lake
,where we washed ourselves. For a toilet, we dug out a trench and attached two beams,
one for sitting and one for leaning on. It could be used by about 4 to 5 people sitting
next to each other. This type of toilet was commonly called "Donnerbalken".
Every morning we marched singing to our workplace. There we dug pits and trenches
with pikes, shovels and spades. The core of the east wall was a continuous tank ditch.
This was above 4 m wide at the top and 0.5 m underneath.

Its depth was about 3.5

meters. We had to dig out the earth bit by bit with shovels and spades. There were no
machines or diggers. The ditches were built so that it was not possible for a tank to cross
the ditch. At the same time, however, it should also serve as a stand for the retreating
troops.
Girls were also used for the construction, but I think as of 18 years old. They were
accommodated in a barn on a farm. In Pomerania, many Polish were employed as forced
labourers in agriculture. As the eastern front was now approaching, sabotage acts and
attacks by these Poles were feared. In addition to the work done during the day, we had
to guard the girls' camp at night, in ve shifts, each with 2 hours and 2 double posts.
To reach the farmhouse, we had to walk through a forest at night, in complete darkness.
There was often rustling in the bushes from animals. It was scary and we were sometimes
full of fear not just from the noises but also the fear of being attacked by the Polish.
Sometimes a cold streak ran down my back, especially when I had to walk alone at night.
We only had sticks as a weapon and were equipped with torches and whistles during the
guard.

There was a signal gun on the farm and several ries in case of an emergency

attack.
Slowly it had become cold and frosty and we were then accommodated in a school.
We slept on straw in empty classrooms.

In December 1944, the soil was already frozen

and the work, which was almost nished, had to be stopped. We were all sent home.
The Soviet troops had already broken through the Pomeranian Wall on 28 January
1945 in the Arnswalde (Choszszno) district near Neustettin and on 26 February 1945
near Baldenburg (Bialy Bor) in West Pomerania. They pushed forward to the north. As
it turned out later, this Pomeranian wall was not much of use as there was hardly any
battles there.
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III. Part: War Mission 1945
On

January 26th, 1945, my parents (father 68 years and mother 41 years old), my

two sisters (Nelly 12 years and Gertrud 6 years old) and my grandmother (86 years old)
were evacuated from
been

Bütow / Pomerania (Bytow). An escape into the West had

forbidden by the Gauleitung / Kreisleitung. Even the preparation of an escape

could be interpreted as high treason and severely punished. My parents arrived in the
country about 110 km west of Bütow near
and were distributed to 3 farms. At the

Bad Polzin / Pomerania (Potczyn Zdroj)

end of January and beginning of February

1945, they left on their own initiative, with one of the last trains, along the Baltic Sea via
Heringsdorf, to the west. I was not allowed to go with them and had to stay in

Bütow /

Pomerania (Bytow) because I had been drafted in January 1945 (15 years old)
to the Volkssturm. It was a painful farewell with many tears. Maybe forever? We did
not know if we would ever see each other again.
Young people between the ages of 16 and 18 (some younger, like myself ), older men up
to the age of 60, recovered wounded and some of the men who had been exempted from
military service were drafted into the Volkssturm. The Volkssturm was the last outpost
of the Third Reich. At the then newly founded Volkssturm, I was deployed as a
between the

courier

Bütow (Bytow) oce and a superior oce in Stettin (Szczecin) on the

Oder. 16- and 17-year-old youths were also used as anti-aircraft assistants (anti-aircraft
guns). They were not ready for military service until they were 18 years old.

On 6 June 1944 The Allies landed at the Normandy coast in France and
in December 1944 had already recaptured all of France and large parts of
Belgium. The Soviet troops had crossed the German border in East Prussia
on October 10, 1944. On January 12, 1945, they broke through the Eastern
Front and began their great oensive against the German Reich from the
Vistula Arc with more than 1.5 million Red Army soldiers and several hundred
thousand tanks. The outcome of the war had long since been decided. The situation
was completely hopeless.
Around the

end of January 1945, I had to travel as a courier by train to Szczecin,

on the northern Oder. On January 23, 1945, the Soviet Army had already reached the
Oder south of Breslau (Wroclaw) in the south and had entered Upper Silesia. The train
was lled with refugees to the West. For the approx. 250-300km long trip I could only get
a space on the open, covered platform. It was a severe winter and it was draughty and
very cold on the platform. The refugees had been travelling for some time and anyone
who died during the journey was just thrown out of the train as there was no place to
bury them. One elderly lady who was in my part of the train also died and she was carried
Note to Part III: I have taken data and experiences from my diary-like notes, the course of the Eastern Front from
"The Second World War" Volume 2 by Raymond Cartier and other reports. The enclosed Pictures are taken from dierent
books about the 2nd world war (among others also from Guido Knopp) and correspond approximately what I have seen
and experienced.
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past me and thrown out of the train. It was the rst time for me to see a dead person
and it was very frightening.
The train was stopped on the route a few times by the police (military police / eld
police) and was searched for deserted soldiers. They were also looking for young people
who had not met their convocation, or for people who had left their unit. For this the
court, could condemn the person to death by shooting or by the cord. I was also controlled.
After about half a day, in the afternoon, the train nally reached Stettin (Szczecin). The
train stopped about 2-3km before the main station. I got o there and headed for the
city.

Stettin was badly bombed by the allies on 29. /30. August 1944 and I saw

many houses in rubble and ashes or severely damaged. The train station area was also
badly damaged.
I went to the oce, handed over the courier post, and got a further courier post which
I had to take to Bütow. I asked if I could get something to eat, as I had not eaten since
about 7 am and it was about 14h or 15h. I was given 4 slices of bread with margarine
and some undened tea to drink.
I went back to the train station and asked for a train connection back to

Bütow / Pom

(Bytow). After a long walk, I was sent to an ammunition train, which was heading east
and a few kilometers behind the station. I was allowed to sit in one of the two attached
passenger cars. I was not told exactly where the train was going to as this was subject to
secrecy.

Bütow (Bytow) was on a side track. The ammunition train had free passage

at most railway stations and could drive through without stopping and I had no chance
to even read the signs. I often fell asleep on the train and at one point I suddenly woke
up by squeaking brakes. I got out of the train and ran to the train driver. He told me
that I should have got o at
connection to

Schlawe (Slavonia), and from there I would have to nd a

Buetow (Bytow). The train was not allowed to stop at the next station,

so he had to stop at the signal mast. I walked along the tracks to the train station. The
ammunition train then drove through the station without stopping.
It was already past midnight. At the train station, no one could tell me when a train
was going to

Schlawe (Slawno), as the trains no longer ran regularly. I went to the

waiting room, was very hungry and very tired. I slept but woke up at every noise as I
was afraid to miss the train to

Schlawe (Slawno). My train nally arrived the next

morning.
I got on the train and had to wait an hour in Schlawe for the connecting train to

Bütow

(Bytow). Around noon I arrived in Bütow (Bytow), returned to the headquarters and
handed over the courier mail.

In the oces, I saw two large milk jugs standing in an

empty room. I opened the lid and saw salted pork meat, which someone had organized
somewhere. An elderly lady came in and told me to take some of it. I took a few pieces
and took it to our former neighbor, Mrs. V., who still lived there with her younger son
(about 10 years old), her older son, who was about 20 years old, was somewhere at the
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front with the parachute hunters. Mrs. prepared a delicious roast for us. In this dicult
time, a roast was of course quite special.

On 5 February 1945 - at only 15 years! - I was sent to Bütow / Pomeranian (Bytow) to the Panzerjagdkommando (tank hunting commando) as a
messenger, as I had been in the riding group of the German Jungvolke (DJV,) and thus
could ride well and take care of the horses. In addition to a riding horse, I also got two
strong brewery horses with a large wagon and a coachman. The coachman came from a
farm and was 16 years old, but the

command and therefore also the responsibility

were transferred to me.
The Soviet Army had already taken East Prussia in January 1945, reached
the southern Oder on January 23, 1945, and on January 28, 1945, it had
invaded Upper Silesia, south of Breslau (Wroclaw). On February 8, 1945, the
Soviet attack began at the Oder.
My unit the

Panzerjagdkommando mostly consisted of 16- to 17-year-old youths

and was specially trained for armoured combat tanks. I, as a messenger, was the youngest
at the age of 15. Our instructors and leaders were ocers and corporals of the Wehrmacht.
In the mornings, we used the horse-drawn carriage to transport things for our unit as
well as for the food for the horses, which consisted of hay and dried sugar beet chips. In
the afternoon, while the others were at military traineing, I rode with my horse on the
military grounds. Sometimes I rode near the tanks so that the horse could get used to the
roar of the engines, and the rattling of the chains as it was not a military trained horse.
The front moved closer and on

29 February 1945 Bütow (Bytow) was bombed for

the rst time by Russian aircraft. The warning sirens did not go o as the planes were
very close and arrived too quickly. The centre around the market square was badly hit.
The coachman and I were in a warehouse at the market square to get food for the horses.
Our horse and carriage were standing in front of the shop. After the bombing, we ran
out of the building, but our horse and carriage were gone. There were many dead and
injured. Our unit had to recover the dead bodies. I got 4 more people and we searched
for our horse and carriage. Finally, we found it standing on the outskirts of the city next
to a shed.

Bütow (Bytow) was on a main road which led both west and east towards Gdansk
(Gdansk) and Gotenhafen (Gdynia). Many refugees travelled through the village. The
land routes to the west were now no longer passable because of the Soviet advance. Many
who were on the way to the West had to turn eastwards and try to reach one of the
two still free ports in Gdansk (Gdansk) or Gotenhafen (Gdynia) to sail westwards with
ships. This was the only possible way to escape the brutality of the Soviet army. In the
reconquest of some places, mass crimes and unimaginable atrocities were found which had
been arbitrarily committed by the Soviet army to civilians, women and children. I do not
want to describe them here more vividly, because they are beyond any human concept of
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cruelty. Particularly nasty were the Asian troops. People who had succeeded in escaping
after the conquest of the Red Army told me about them. There is a lot of literature from
witnesses on this topic. The treks were often searched for deserted or hidden soldiers by
the military army (military police, called chain dogs because they wore a chain with a
shield, military police around their necks.
We were accommodated in a former castle in

Bytow. One morning, it must have been

at the end of February, we all had to stand at the access road to the castle. We saw two
soldiers in handcus. They had been found hiding in the treks under luggage and hay and
had been discovered and arrested by the military police. They came before the

ying

court (Established in February 26, 1945). Both were condemned to death by hanging
which was carried out immediately. We were a witness to the hanging. A sign was hung
around their necks with I'm a deserter on it. They were about 20 years old. One of
them cried out for his mother. It was a shocking experience. They hung for two more
days and we had to pass there every day. It was obviously a threat to us, because anyone
who deserted his unit came before the court with the corresponding consequences. The
training was much too short, as there was no time. An instructor told us then, that if we
had no tanks, we should jump on the enemy tanks, pull a grenade and throw it into the
hatch or gun pipe. If someone wimped out, then this was cowardice in face of the enemy.

At the end of February 1945, the Soviet army had reached Pomerania, and
on February 28th it occupied Koslin / Pom (Koszalin) and Schlawe / Pom
(Slavonia). On March 3, 1945, Buetow (Bytow) was evacuated. We got into
action, but we had to retreat back to

Lauenburg / Pomerania (Lebork). On this day,

I rode about 60 KM without a break.

On 8 March 1945 Bütow was conquered by the Soviet troops. The city was
destroyed to about 60%. On the western front, on 7 March 1945, the Allies
crossed the Rhine near Remagen and captured Cologne.
On the

9th of March the Russians reached the Baltic Sea to the west and east

of Kolberg (Kolobrzeg). We were now fully enclosed. There was no longer any land
connection to the West. The almost inevitable fate now awaited us, either to die miserably
the so-called hero death, or to fall into Soviet captivity. None of us dared to hope that
we could escape from this hell. Kolberg itself, which was full of refugees, could still be
defended until 18. March 1945, and therefore many people could escape on ships. On

9.

March 1945 Lauenburg (Lebork) had to be evacuated.
On 9. March 1945, we were ordered to return to Gotenhafen (Gdynia). We
were told that we were to defend Gotenhafens. I saddled my horse and helped
the coachman with the cart. About 40-50 bazookas and luggage were loaded on the long
cart. Two slightly wounded comrades were also transported on the cart. I rode in front of
the cart and our unit marched ahead of us. It was a cold winter day and the roads were
icy and crowded with refugee and military vehicles.
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It was a very slow process.

With

our cart, we only managed 8 KM from about 6 o'clock in the morning until 21:00 o'clock
and reached

Lanz (Leczyce) Our unit were further on as they could march without

any hurdles. In the evening, we steered o the roadside to a little abandoned barn and
provided our horses with hay and water.
miserable rations at noon.

We were very hungry, as we had eaten our

There was no food in the deserted house.

We had no idea

where our unit was.
I set up guard and we used the bazookas to guard our horses and cart with luggage.
I took over the rst watch. The others had fallen asleep in the barn on a bed of straw.
In the distance, you could see burning houses and hear gunre as well as the noise of
machine guns, so that we woke up and felt fear.
On the next day,

March 10, 1945, at about 4 o'clock in the morning, we saddled up

our horses, drove back to the road, and followed in with all the others. The street was
totally congested and there was no way to get any further. I decided to look for our unit
and discussed the next steps. We gured out that if I did not arrive back at a certain
time, the bazookas and the cart were to be destroyed and the others should try to get
through on their own with the horses.
I rode over the elds near the road and sought our unit. Finally, I found them. They
were already behind Gro¸

Boschpol (Bozepole Wielkie), about 15-20 km before us,

because they could easily avoid the obstacles and march with no problems, while we were
stuck in the congested roads with the cart and hardly moved forward.
I described the situation and I was promised a truck. I was given the task of searching
for a drivable by-pass and to bring the team to a suitable place where we could move
the things from the cart onto a truck. The main road was completely blocked and a way
through all the other people was not possible. I searched for a suitable spot o the main
route, but it was dicult as there was snow everywhere, and there were also partial drifts.
I could only use a path with lane grooves so that the truck would not get stuck.
I rode back and explained what our unit had told me and sent the team to a former
timber yard behind a barn next to a little forest. The line of battle came nearer. The
shellre was already at a dangerous distance and the machine gun re sounded very close.
I rode as fast as I could back to the unit. The truck with driver and two other men were
ready and waiting.
I rode ahead and diverted the truck to the path I had discovered. I was relieved that
the truck was still able to drive through in the winter conditions. I tied my horse to a
tree with a thick rope, so that it could not get loose and run away and hung my rie and
my steel helmet on the saddle. My steel helmet was too big for me, always slipping over
my eyes and hindered me everywhere. I went over to the cart to help transfer the luggage
onto the truck.
The Russian artillery was already very close, and we could hear the roar of the tanks.
We had to transfer the luggage very quickly.
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We rst loaded the bazookas and then

began to load the luggage. Suddenly tanks emerged from the left from the forest. From
the north, several Soviet tanks appeared and began shooting. The barn burst into ames.
The horses with the cart ran wild. Everyone jumped into the truck and raced o at full
speed.
I stayed behind and ran back to my horse in a crouched position. When I got there,
I hid behind the tree, which was amongst other trees, to which the horse was tied up to.
I tried to untie the horse and wanted to ride o quickly, but a tank had discovered me
and shot. The trees, also the tree behind which I was standing, splintered at the sides,
the horse was shot several times. It still tried to get up but nally collapsed. I remained
uninjured. In the meantime, many Soviet tanks appeared. I wanted to run away but as I
turned around, I stood directly in front of the muzzle of Russian tank, which was coming
towards me. I was very frightened and stood there paralyzed, unable to move. Then I
threw myself instinctively to the ground so as not to be shot. Thereupon the tank raced
towards me with a howling engine and tried to atten me. I managed to roll over at the
last minute and jump behind some trees. In the shelter of these trees, I ran as quickly
as I could, toward the direction of where our truck had driven o. Everywhere around
me there was violent shooting and many explosions. I ran and ran and was nearly at the
end of my strength when I saw our truck and hung myself with both hands onto the back
ap. I was pulled onto the truck. Because of the winter conditions, the truck was not able
to drive very fast and often got stuck in the snow and had to be shoveled free. At long
last we managed to reach the main road between

Lanz (Leczyce) and Gro¸ Boschpol

(Bozepole Wielkie). We lined up in the convoy. We had no idea where our unit was.
The truck was operated with wood gas. The wood gas boiler stood between the driver's
cab and the tarpaulin on the loading surface. Beside this lay the chopped wood for heating.
I was told to attend the wood gas boiler. I sat next to it, and from time to time threw in
some wood. At least it was nice and warm there.
The endless convoy consisted mainly of refugee convoys with horse & carts and military vehicles. The convoy did not move much forward and only managed a few meters.
Suddenly I heard thundering sounds from the left, from the north (east side), and looked
in that direction. I saw Russian tanks emerging from behind the bushes moving towards
us, along with Russian soldiers. I screamed as loudly as I could:

"Tanks, everyone get

out" I jumped o the truck and threw myself into a road ditch and hid behind a thick
tree. Suddenly they began shooting at the convoy. There were bullets everywhere and
many vehicles, also the truck that was driving in front of us was shot at and caught re.
At the same time our truck was also shot at. The cab and the bazookas were shot at, and
then there was loud bangs and explosions and the whole thing started burning. Several
explosions followed. The truck driver, two men in the cab, two lightly wounded and my
coachman who were under the tarpaulin. could no longer leave the truck in time and were
all killed. Branches from the tree fell on me as well as splitter of exploding bullets and
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vehicles. Due to the loud bang and the pressure on my ears I could not hear anything.
Even though I had protected my head and ears with my two arms and hands I heard
almost nothing, and I was trembling all over, probably with fear. I thought this was my
end. At rst, I could not move, and then I tried to creep out of the branches and other
objects lying on top of me.

Under the protection of the thick tree I was only slightly

injured from the falling branches.A piece of shrapnel had hit my right leg. I had several
bumps, bruises, abrasions, and on the right leg a large wound that burnt and bled. My
head was also very painful. I looked towards our truck and my comrades, but I saw only
burning debris and their lifeless and partly tattered bodies. The truck was destroyed. I
was the only survivor.
As is so often the case,

"coincidence", decided over life or death for me at 15 years

old. The tears ran down my face and I was terried. I still wanted to go to help, but the
Russian tanks and soldiers were very close to the road, so I had to stay in hiding. They
were still shooting at the convoy. Horses broke out, carts toppled over, or got tangled in
the trees. The injured horses fought with their death. Men, women, and children ran up
the slopes for shelter in a nearby forest, but the Russians shot indiscriminately at all the
fugitives. The fearful people cried in death and fell to the ground covered in blood. It
was a massacre in the truest sense of the word and was a terrible experience. It haunted
me for a long time.
In the meantime, our artillery arrived at the edge of the forest and shot back. But the
Russians attacked with a large armed group and destroyed the convoy completely and
also took in our artillery. The Soviet Army conducted under the motto: attack, encircle
and destroy.
According to my notes, I walked down the trench sideways and then ran across the
elds to a forest, always looking for cover. I crossed through the forest and then walked
on the edge of the forest to get as far away as possible from the line of battle. I saw a farm
and walked towards it. It was empty but only seemed to have been abandoned recently.
I searched for something edible as I was very hungry and thirsty as I had not eaten or
drank anything for quite a time. In the kitchen, I searched all the cupboards but found
only empty jam jars.

I wiped them with my nger and then licked my nger.

I went

into the barn to look for something edible, such as grains or turnips. In the pigsty, there
were remains of pig feed in a corner which the pigs could not reach. The food was old
and consisted of potato peelings mixed with bran. They were already discolored, but I
gathered them into an empty glass.

I also looked in the feeding boxes.

In one of the

corners I found remnants of dried carrots, which I also collected. I let them soak in water.
Luckily the pump in the barn was still running. I went to the kitchen, sat at the table,
ate this mixture, and drank water. I found an old bed sheet, which I ripped and used
it for my bleeding wound on my right leg. I was so exhausted that I fell asleep at the
table. In the early hours of the morning, I was woken by heavy explosions. I ran out of
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Note: The advance of the Soviet Army and the day of capture were taken from the relevant literature. My stay, when
and where I was, from my diary.

the house and saw burning houses and the ashing of guns. The ashes and the noises
were terrifying. I was petried.
It was

March 11, 1945, cold and dismal. I was desperate and knew neither where

I was, nor where I was going.

Perhaps I was already behind the Russian front?

I did

not know where my unit was. Under no circumstances, however, did I want to fall into
the hands of the Soviet Army. The Soviets did not always want to take the Germans in
captivity and often shot them after capture. Later, however, this was stopped by their
leadership, as it harmed the international reputation of the Soviet army.
All ethnic Germans, men, women, and children were thoroughly examined by German
physicians, and had their blood group tattooed under their left upper arm. I also had my
blood group (AB) tattooed under my left upper arm. The idea of this at that time, was
the possibility of a rapid blood transfer in case of emergency. But the Waen-SS also had
such a tattoo. If the Soviet Army had captured me, they would probably have assumed
that I had changed my uniform, and I would probably have been shot immediately. This
is how the Soviets treated captured SS members and their families. Many of the captured
ethnic Germans were assumed as SS members because of this tattoo, and they often lost
their lives because of this. My tattoo is now no longer visible.
All my injuries hurt.

My feet were sore and hurt.

I also had stomachache and was

sick, probably due to the food. I could barely move and felt very miserable. I walked
along the edge of the forest to be able to hide in case of any danger and to get as far away
as possible from the ring guns and burning houses. I wandered around, trying to nd a
road that led to

Gotenhafen (Gdynia).

In the meantime, daylight arrived and I climbed a hill to look around, but all I saw
was burning houses and the muzzle lights of the guns. I had no orientation. My map and
my compass had been in the saddle bag of my horse, and I lost all my things, including
the steel helmet and the rie. It was cloudy and very hazy. I could not even orientate
myself from the stars or the sun. I only knew that I had to go north-east or east, to reach

Gotenhafen (Gdynia), because the Soviet troops were already in the south, west, north,
and further east in Danzig. I walked through a little forest, and around noon I discovered
a convoy in the distance. I ran towards them, went to a truck of the armed forces, and
asked the driver and his passenger if they had anything to eat for me. They said that
they themselves did not have much, but they gave me two slices of bread with some lard
on it and something to drink. They asked how old I was. I said that I was 15 years old.
Then they said, "What do you want here, go home to your mum!"
I asked them if they could take me with them. I was allowed to climb onto the loading
area of the truck. They had artillery shells loaded. I sat on the oor, ate my two slices of
bread, and then fell asleep.
When I woke up, I saw that we had not travelled very much. I decided, even though
everything hurt , to carry on by foot. There were many military vehicles and refugees.
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I didn't know on which street I was. I orientated myself in the direction of the refugee
routes, all heading east to Gotenhafen, the only free port. Furthermore, I was also afraid
of being arrested by the military, because on my way I saw many soldiers hanging from
the trees because of desertion and youths in uniform. They had a sign around their necks
with "coward before the enemy" on it.
In Lauenburg (Lebork) we were informed that on

March 6, 1945, the martial law

was intensied. The eld army had been instructed to

detain all those who were not with

their unit anymore and even those who were scattered and were searching for their unit
(it was treated as an

excuse). I belonged to the scattered and was desperately searching

for my unit. But the unit was way far ahead of me and I couldn't reach them. What
would happen to me if I fell into the hands of the army? I didn't like to imagine this.
Whenever I heard a motorbike, I tried to hide somewhere.
The carts of the refugees were drawn by horses, oxen, or cows. Women and children
walked aside the carts. Some of them were pulling a sleigh on which small children or
frail old people sat, or they pushed wheelbarrows with their belongings. The problems of
feeding the animals and themselves was a big problem. The severe winter weather made
things even worse. It was a human tragedy.
The escape routes and the formation of treks had been organized too late by the
National Socialist Regional Administration. They obviously wanted to keep the civilian
population close to the front to stabilize the front. It was presumed that the soldiers would
be more willing to ght, if they were defending women and children instead of empty farms
and houses. Because of this inhuman delay tactic, the suering of the civilian population
was immense. The Nazi regime sacriced its own people. The situation had long been
completely hopeless. The party leaders themselves, however, left in aircrafts and ships
put to their disposal. The treks started o too late which meant they took place in the
very severe winter. All the side roads were not passable because of snow and snowdrifts,
so that the endless refugee columns could only use the main roads. Here they met with
the withdrawing or dispersed military units. The chaos with military units and refugees
were provoked by the Soviets who bombed them with aircraft and attacked them with
tanks. Many refugees lost their lives while eeing.
According to my diary there was shooting all around me from Russian tanks, artillery,
and the so-called

Stalinorgels (rocket launchers, who could re 32 rockets one after

another). Sometimes the bombing was so intense that the whole ground trembled. I was
terribly afraid. But I was very lucky and somehow managed to escape.
On

11th of March 1945 in the afternoon, I walked along the trek, which consisted of

military motor vehicles and refugees. Suddenly, two Russian bombers (biplanes) emerged
and bombarded the convoy with their on-board weapons. I dived into a ditch at the side
of the road and crawled into a concrete pipe under the road. It was an open area and
there was neither forest nor trees beside the road and no buildings. Once again it was a
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"coincidence" that this ditch with the concrete pipe was nearby and that the water in
it was frozen. Since there was no defense, the airplanes could attack without hindrance
again and again. When I didn't hear anything anymore, I crawled out of the pipe. What
I saw was a terrible chaos. The horses had run o and they had drawn the wagons into
the streets and over the elds. Many people were dead. Injured people called for help,
children screamed, and women wailed and cried. Cars and military vehicles had been hit.
Injured and dead horses and broken carriages lay on the road, in ditches and scattered
over the elds. Several cars were burning. It was awful. I ran back and looked for the
little 3-4-year-old girl who had so lovingly laid her small arms around my neck when I
lifted her into the arms of her mother on the cart. It had been the rst time for a long
time that I had suddenly felt the human warmth of someone after being hunted and shot
at in a cruel world. She was the only person who had given me that warmth for a moment.
I cannot describe in word the feelings I had then. Finally, I found her in the arms of her
weeping and wounded mother beside the tipped over and shattered cart. I caressed her
blond hair, but I was not sure if she was still alive.

I was not a hard-hearted soldier

and I cried for this little, unknown girl, and I felt as though I had lost a piece of myself.
It touched me very much and the image haunted me for a very long time. It was very
present in my memoires for a long time and felt as though it just happened recently.
Everyone, including myself, helped to care for the wounded. The dead were laid on
the eld and covered with snow and left there. It was a severe winter and the ground was
frozen which made it impossible to bury them. On top of this we had to get away from
there as quickly as possible before the conquest of the Russians, and go to Gotenhafen
(Gdynia), the only port still in German hands.
The roads were freed of debris with the help of the people from the following trek.
Everything that was not mobile, broken carts, burning cars, dead horses were dragged
into the ditch. I also helped and then walked on. Many people had lost their loved ones,
had no means of transport or were seriously wounded. The wounded were then taken by
following treks. There was an unprecedented readiness of help among the fugitives.
Through war propaganda and the agitation of the

Politkommissare (extended arm

of the communist party), the Soviet army was incited and revenged.
and plundered in the German cities and villages.

They marched

Their victims, however, were not

perpetrators but defenseless, especially women, children and old men. To avoid
falling into the hands of this cruel army, many people, even entire families, committed
suicide in this hopeless situation.

I saw some of them shooting themselves or hanging

themselves on ladders or trees. I was very shocked, and this sight followed me for a long
time, even in my dreams. The military situation was catastrophic; the Soviet army broke
through all the German lines.
The well-known Russian writer and journalist

Ilia Ehrenburg made the appeal in

the Russian press, and especially in the Russian army pages: "Kill the Germans where
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you meet them.

That tted in well with the Soviet war propaganda.

writers and personalities, e.g.

Other Russian

Lew Kopelev, or Alexander Solzhenitsyn, who had

tried to save German civilians from the murdering hands of the Red Army, were accused
"bourgeois humanist propaganda" and were arrested and deported to Siberia on order
from the Communist dictator

Stalin. It was only after the conquest of Berlin that this

attitude changed. They needed the Germans for reconstruction and began to provide the
population with supplies.

Later, they forced communism on them just like all Eastern

people under the Soviet sphere of power.
By now it was evening. I was terribly tired and had severe pain because of my many
injuries and my feet were sore and bleeding. I could barely walk and needed a rest. It was
a very cold winter day and so I went to a house at the road. It was empty, but the front
door was open. There was no light in the house, and so it was very dark. I had neither a
torch nor matches. I went into the rst room and fumbled my way around but couldn't
nd a couch or something to lie on, so I just lay down on the oor. I was so exhausted I
fell asleep.
When I woke up early the next morning,

March 12, 1945, I heard artillery re, but

thank God it was quite far away. First, I searched the house for something edible, but
there was nothing there. I turned on the water taps because I was thirsty, but nothing
came. My feet were sore, my socks had big holes in them and were stuck by the wetting
and bleeding of my feet. I found old sheets in the house, ripped them an and made two
square cloths. I wrapped up my two feet and put on my boots again. Then I went back to
the convoy in the direction of Gotenhafen (Gdynia). I was dizzy and my stomach ached
because of hunger and thirst. The last time I had something to eat was the day before
which was only the two slices of bread with pork fat from the two soldiers. I hadn't eaten
or drank anything since then. I could bare it any longer. I had to overcome my shame
and begged a refugee family for something edible. They had very little, but a woman had
pity on me and gave me two slices of bread with margarine and a half cup of cold tea. The
never-ending convoy moved very slowly forward. I walked and moved on faster than the
convoy. Often parts of the convoys were overrun from Russian tanks as they were faster
than the refugee treks. The Russians needed the streets for their continuous advance and
ran over everything that was in their way.

Sometimes they unleashed the horses, shot

them and then ran over the carts. There were some French prisoners of war driving the
refugee's carts.

The French also wanted to ee from the Soviets and were on the run.

People who had employed French or Belgian prisoners of war as farmhands were lucky,
as they claimed that the women and the children were their own and therefore protected
them from the Russians.
On the pathway, there were pictures of horror. I saw many dead civilians, even frozen
babies, lying beside the roads, sometimes just a hand or a foot was visible through the
snow drifts. It was like a horror movie. Many people, especially toddlers and old people,
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did not survive these hardships and the icy winter. It was a torturing sight for me every
time, which I cannot forget.

I myself, however, had a very strong will of life and so I

moved further and further towards Gotenhafen (Gdynia).
Everyone knew that the war was lost.

The German Armed Forces fought only to

enable as many people as possible to ee from the barbaric Red Army to the west to the
Americans or the British.
On the afternoon of

March 12, 1945, I was picked up by Sonderstab III at Neustadt

a. D. Rheda (Wejherowo) at a road barrier, about 8 to 10 km outside Gotenhafen
(Gdynia). I was interrogated and questioned about my marching orders which I did not
have, nor a rie and steel helmet. Then I was put on a truck with more picked-up soldiers.
I was really scared, because only then did I realize what danger I was in. On the way, I
saw once again, many soldiers hung for desertation. Since I had lost my unit, which had
commanded to retreat to Gotenhafen, I had no own marching orders. I did not have a rie,
a steel helmet, or even a cap. I had lost everything with my shot horse. I could be put
before a court! I could be charged with cowardice before the enemy! They could accuse
me of throwing away my gun and running away! All this and the dreadful consequences
of being hanged, were in my thoughts. They drove me to a detention centre just before
Gotenhafen (Gdynia). There I met another 16 comrades from our unit, who had been
separated from the rest by Soviet armor but could nevertheless remain together in a group
under the leadership of a sergeant. They had arrived here 1-2 days earlier. At least I was
now out of danger and was very relieved. On the same day (March 12th) Neustadt was
also taken by the Russians. I had just managed an escape from there.
We then had to march to

Gotenhafen (Gdynia) to a command post and were put

up in a school. There I met more comrades from our unit. We slept on straw and had
no blankets. We could only cover ourselves with our coats. It was very cold, and I was
frozen. We were now 40 men, but where the remaining 50 were, we did not know.
I was sent to the hospital, especially because my injury to my right leg was very
inamed and festering. My wounded, bleeding feet were also treated. The physician also
removed a piece of shrapnel from my leg. I had many cuts and bruises everywhere which
did not need treatment.

I received an injection and had to go to the hospital on the

following days. I became new trousers as my old ones were torn and full of blood. I also
got new boots and socks.
We slept on straw and got, according to my notes, 1 loaf of bread per day for 6 men,
nothing else.

Gotenhafen (Gdynia) was a port of the German Marines and was often

bombed by the allies. In the harbour, German warships and passenger boats were docked.
Over our heads, the large German warship, the

heavy cruiser "Prince Eugene", shot

with its heavy guns towards the Russian positions in order to give the eeing Germans
cover.
The Soviet units had already penetrated far to
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west Pomerania. The Kolobrzeg

was already conquered,

Gdansk and Wroclaw were included. The only way to get away

from the Soviet Army was by ship. We all reckoned that we would have to go to battle
in Gotenhafen, but after 3 days, it was arranged that all youths should be shipped to

Denmark.
I often thought of my parents, my two sisters, and my grandma. I did not know if they
were still alive and where they were. Perhaps when we said goodbye to each other before
their evacuation in January, it was a farewell forever? I was lled with sadness and I felt
so alone and abandoned that I often cried.

I often thought of the little girl.

My only

support was God. I often prayed for help and protection for my relatives and myself. I
prayed in particular to Maria for help as in the Lithuanian faith Maria has a prominent
importance. My mother gave me a small cross with the crucied Jesus when we departed.
I wore this during the whole war and also afterwards.
On

18 March 1945 (15 years old) the time nally came to leave. We all boarded the

ocean steamer named

"Potsdam" (18,000 GRT). The ship was crowded with wounded

soldiers and refugees.

In the corridors, the stairs, and on deck, people were crammed

together.

It must have been about 7 to 8 thousand people on board.

Bow, stern and

centre were equipped with many 2-pipe and 4-pipe ights defence guns.

In the late

afternoon, Gotenhafen (Gdynia) was attacked by Russian pilots, but due to the strong
defense they had to turn o without major damage. A Russian plane was even shot down.
In the evening of

March 18, 1945, under the escort of warships, the "Potsdam"

and other ships sailed out in a convoy.

The trip to

Copenhagen (DK) took 3 days.

At sea there were often air and submarine alarms. Russian aircraft was shot at full force
and sometimes the sky was illuminated through the ammunition. The ship had to sail at
night without position lights, so as not to be seen by enemy submarines or planes. It also
had to maneuver slowly past the oating mines in mined areas. I stood on the upper deck
and looked deep into the cold Baltic Sea. I remembered that the passenger ship Wilhelm
Gustlo (January 30, 1945) with 6600 people on board and also the General von Steuben
(10 February 1945), with 5000 people on board were torpedoed by Russian submarines.
Most of the passengers drowned in the ice-cold Baltic Sea, a few were miraculously rescued.
The thought of having to jump into the water from this height frightened me. Later I
heard that even the "Goya" with 6600 people on board also sank.
Shortly before

Copenhagen (DK) our ship was attacked by allied ghter planes. The

anti-aircraft gun red. I took cover. Three sailors on a 2-pipe ak were hit and I was
immediately deployed in place of a shooter to load the magazines. The attack was fended
o and we sailed on into the

port of Copenhagen(DK) on 21 March 1945 at 13.45.

We were loaded onto army buses. When we got o the bus we were shot at from the
roofs by Danish freedom ghters. Two of us were wounded and had to be transported to
the hospital. We were taken to a school in the city centre of Copenhagen. Here we slept
on straw in empty classrooms. Because of a possible reshot we were not allowed to go
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near the windows.
After two days we were transferred. We marched through
then during the day to

Copenhagen at night and

Roskilde Fjord near Frederiksverk and were accommodated

in a former recreation home in
Frederiksverk to the cinema.

Ølsted (DK). Sometimes we marched from there to

It was still war and we guarded our camp with double

guards. There was little to eat. I was always hungry and was undernourished. Sometimes
I volunteered for the night watch, because I could go into the kitchen and eat some of the
apple peelings which we bacame as tea. Otherwise there was not much to eat and I was
always hungry. We got some pay in Danish currency. Since cream, pastries and canned
sh were free to buy without food stamps, I bought half a litre of cream in the dairy and
drank it immediately. The result was powerful. I came to the inrmary. Someone was
already lying there with rashes all over his body. When my temperature got measured ,
I sometimes rubbed the thermometer on the blanket and brought the mercury reading to
about 39 degrees. When the doctor came he diagnosed scarlet fever in one of the other
patients and the hospital room was quarantined. This allowed me to stay there for about
10 days and I was able to rest after the hardships I had gone through. The scare of scarlet
fever was luckily not conrmed.
In April 1945, I got severe toothache. I was sent to the military hospital of the German
Wehrmacht in Helsingør. Unarmed and all alone I took the Danish rail bus from Ølsted
to Helsingør. In the hospital a festered molar tooth was extracted, then I drove back to
Ølsted.

On 30 April 1945 Hitler committed suicide and on 1 May 1945 Gro¸admiral
Dönitz took over the aairs of state. On May 5, a cease-re was declared in
northern Germany, which Gro¸admiral Dönitz had achieved through negotiations with
the

British Field Marshal Montgomery. Furthermore Montgomery had extended the

requested postponement of 3 days because of humanitarian reasons and the disembarkation of refugees from the East. More delay could not be achieved. Through these 3 days
delay of the total surrender, many people from the east could be saved from the attack
of the Soviet army and the Polish militias with one last concentrated rescue action of the
German Navy.
In order to save civilians and military troops from the Soviet army, the German naval
leadership sent

all available ships to the East between 15 January and 8 May 1945.

It succeeded in removing an estimated number of

2.2 million civilians and military

troops and among these people were 500.000 injured. According to historians, it was
the largest rescue operation of all time. Almost 1000 warships and merchant ships were
involved in this rescue operation. 245 ships were sunk and over 33,000 people died. As the
German Baltic ports such as Kiel, Eckernförde and others were overcrowded with refugees,
the Danish ports of Copenhagen, Aarhus and Nyborg were entered as of 4 February 1945.
Approximately 230,000 refugees came to the relatively small country of Denmark.
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Refugee camps were set up in many parts of Denmark, including Oksbøl in the region
Blavandshuk. According to documentation from the museum which is now there, about
35,000 refugees lived here until 1949. These camps had their own administration, high
schools, elementary schools and kindergartens. Here, around 70% of the camp inhabitants
had work. The museum shows models of the barracks and their furnishings, items from the
camps and lms about life there. The food supply here was better than in Germany. The
British occupying powers had determined 1800 kcal/day. However, the Danes considered
this to be too little and increased the kcal to 2150kcal /day.
However, some 200,000 soldiers who had defended the escape routes and the port had
to go into Russian captivity.

Many of them then died in the Siberian prisoner-of-war

camps due to hunger and cold.
People who had remained in their homeland, or those who were unable to escape,
had to endure unimaginable brutality and torture by the Soviet army and the advancing
Poles. The situation of the civilian population was desperate. They were exposed to the
most serious crimes by the Red Army and the Poles.

Rape took place from about 12

year old girls to old women, arbitrary murder, manslaughter, robbery and arson.

The

rearguards of the Soviets raged particularly badly, especially the Asian troops, many of
whom were heavily intoxicated and unrestrained. The Russian front soldiers are said to
have said: those who come after us are bad. If men and fathers wanted to protect women
or their daughters, they were often stabbed or shot. The same happened to the mothers
who wanted to protect their children. Some of the Germans were so desperate that they
committed suicide. Others starved to death because there was no food. In some villages,
after the Red Army passed through, there are said to have been more deaths than lives
among the German civilian population. (More details can be taken from the books "Letzte
Tage in Pommern", "Erinnerungen an Flucht und Vertreibung", by Klaus Granzow, or
"Flucht und Vertreibung" by Frank Grube and Gerhard Richter, as well as "Die groÿe
Flucht" by Guido Knopp or other reports by eyewitnesses).

On 4 May 1945 the German troops capitulated in Denmark.
happen to us now?
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What will
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IV. Part: The End of War 1945  1953
On 9 May 1945, the German Armed Forces surrendered their entire territory.
About a week later English soldiers came to Ølsted (DK), accompanied by Danish
freedom ghters, and disarmed us. They also searched our wardrobes and took away our
knives and all our money. But they did not nd the 50 RM I had sewn into my trousers.
After about a week we were transferred to a former German air training area, opposite
the Swedish coast, and accommodated in a barracks camp. It must have been somewhere
north of Helsingør (DK), directly at the sea, because in good weather I could see Sweden.
Newspaper clippings and pictures showing starving and murdered people from concentration camps (KZ) were posted on the notice board. The gassing of Jews was also
reported. This was the rst time I saw and heard something about this. I was horried
and could not believe that the Nazi regime had committed such crimes behind our backs
and on the other hand had pretended to us that the world was intact.

I also thought

of the nice Jewish family Rosenzweig, with whom we had lived in Ukmerge/Lithuania
in a shared apartment, and of their little son whom I had sometimes played with. The
thought that they might also have fallen victim to this crime made me very sad. Neither
my parents nor anyone else from our acquaintances knew anything about such crimes.
Since we did not arrive in the resettlement camps in Germany until 1941 and did not
settle in Bütow/Pomerania (Bytow) until 1943, we were not aware of the beginnings of
the persecution of the Jews. According to the German history of Prof. Dr. Dr. Röÿler
and other literature, only very few Germans actually knew about the events in these
concentration camps and the killing of Jews and other prisoners that took place there.
Everything was subject to the strictest secrecy.
At the beginning we were guarded in the prison camp by Danish freedom ghters
(civilian suit, armband and rie or pistol), who were not exactly friendly towards us. One
night I had to go to the toilet (trench with beams) at the edge of the camp, the guard put
his rie on me and shouted: run, run, run..... So I had to run to the toilet. Later these
freedom ghters were replaced then by Danish military, who had ed to Sweden during
the German occupation and had returned again. They treated us better. During the day
we had to pick up the ammunition lying around on the training area. A blank bomb went
o, three men were wounded, one of them severely. They had to be taken to the hospital.
On 8 July 1945 I turned 16 in this camp. At the end of July 1945 we were transported to
Copenhagen and then brought to Kiel with the ferry "Prussia". In Kiel the British Army
transported us on several military trucks. Since I had neither relatives nor acquaintances
in Germany, my friend B. oered to take me to his aunt in Wuppertal. There was one
place left on a truck. My friend B. had to get in and I got on the next truck. We thought
that we would all come to the same camp, but each truck headed in a dierent direction
and we didn't see each other again. And so I came into the vicinity of Husum and was
accommodated in a school in a small town.
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In the rst days of August 1945, our little group, which was accommodated here, was
released from British captivity. A British ocer issued us with release papers and a free
ticket to our place of residence. Since I didn't know where my relatives were and had no
relatives or acquaintances in the West, I didn't know where to go.

I asked the British

ocer to keep me in captivity, but he said it was not possible because he had to close this
camp. According to his information, all camps with young people had already been closed.
He regretted my dicult fate and advised me not to stay here in this region, which was
overcrowded with people eeing by ship from the East. Since I had no home in Germany
and did not know where to go, Wuppertal occurred to me and I stated Wuppertal as my
place of residence. However, I had given up the hope of meeting my friend B. somewhere
during the transport.

I got a free ticket to Wuppertal and drove with a transport of

released prisoners of war in an open freight car to Hamburg. There I boarded an overfull
passenger train, which then, after changing trains several times, took me to Wuppertal.
Here I tried to get to the countryside to perhaps nd work and accommodation with a
farmer.

I walked through the city, which seemed to have no end.

I had no idea that

Wuppertal was so large.
On the street I was often approached and asked where I came from and where I wanted
to go.

It was late when a man approached me and asked me where I wanted to go so

late. I told him. But he noticed that it was almost curfew and I would not get far. I
knew nothing of a curfew. It had been imposed by the British occupying power and after
the end of the curfew no one was allowed to stay outdoors. He suggested I go with him
and stay the night with him and his wife. So I gratefully went with him. They were very
helpful and also gave me something to eat, although they had hardly anything themselves.
The next day they took me to an acquaintance who worked in the employment oce. He,
in turn, knew the director of a youth home very well. Therefore I was accommodated in
a youth home (north of W-Elberfeld?) in Wuppertal.
I knew nothing of my parents and sisters. I wrote to the tracing service of the Red
Cross and to an agreed address in Berlin (the sister of Frau Siegler, our neighbour in
Bütow), but I received no news.
The youth home had a small farm, where I was able to work for the rst few weeks
until the director of the home arranged for me, in October 1945, to work as a trainee at
the Pickard Arts and Crafts Institute in Wuppertal-Elberfeld.
I mainly made picture frames. I had to gild and patinate the baroque frames with real
gold leaf. My weekly wage was 11 or 13 (?) Reichsmark, which I had to hand over in the
wage bag in the youth home. I got 1 Mark pocket money per week.
The city was heavily destroyed and there was almost nothing to buy. Food could be
bought only with allocated vouchers and things only with ration coupons. I had no ration
coupons and the food stamps were given to the youth home. Most things were swapped
as the shops were almost empty.
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For lunch I got 2 sandwiches and a bottle of tea from the youth center. My boss Mr.
P., his secretary and some employees brought me something to eat from time to time. My
boss and his secretary invited me for lunch several times on Sunday. They were all very
helpful.
I was very poor, my whole possession was only what I wore on my body. I often walked
behind the English ocers and picked up their discarded cigarette butts, because they
usually only smoked half of their cigarettes. I was then able to exchange several cigarette
butts for a pair of trousers. To keep the creases, I put them in my bed under the sheets
and slept on them for the night. Cigarettes were only available for adults and only in very
small quantities. Not even weak smokers became enough and thus they were very highly
traded.

At the time, cigarettes were regarded as a kind of substitute currency.

After

work I sometimes had to bring the framed pictures to the artist and there I got mostly
tips, sometimes also 1 cigarette, which I then exchanged for other garments or sold it
for 5 Reichsmark. There was very little food. The allocated daily food rations of about
1000 kcal for a normal consumer corresponded to about half of the needs of ordinary
working person. Thousands of people died of hunger and cold, especially since the winter
of 1946/47 was very harsh. In late 1946/early 1947, the Americans and the British began
supplying grain and other food products to West Germany to prevent mass deaths from
malnutrition and outbreaks of disease. Diseases would also have endangered the occupying
troops themselves, therefore the allocations were increased to 1800 kcal. Moreover, it was
feared that misery and hunger would drive people into the arms of communism. Since the
predominantly agriculturally used areas in East Germany had ceased to exist (Russian
occupation zone, former German territories assigned to the Poles), it was not possible for
agriculture in the industrially inuenced West to supply the population suciently. In
addition, there were millions of refugees and displaced persons from the Eastern Territories
and the Sudetenland.
Germany, like Berlin, was divided into four occupation zones (American, British,
French and Russian).
The political demarcation of Germany was determined by the victorious powers at the
Potsdam Conference, which met from 17 July to 2 August 1945. The northern part of
East Prussia (Königsberg = Kaliningrad) came to the Russian state, the southern part of
East Prussia, the provinces of Pomerania, Silesia and East Brandenburg, as far as they
were east of the Oder-Neisse line, came to Poland (it was called until the peace treaty
under Polish administration, but it was nal). The Poles were granted the right to resettle
the Germans from the newly preserved German territories. These countries east of the
Oder had been settled in the 12th-13th century by German monks, knights, craftsmen
and peasants, there were 700-year-old East German settlements. Over 7 million people
have been displaced from the areas beyond the Oder-Neisse border. The people could not
believe that they had to leave their ancestral homeland because they had done nothing
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wrong.

The Russians and Poles robbed their last possessions, and the deportation of

the Germans, laid down in the Potsdam Conference, was a disorderly and inhuman mass
deportation with many tortures and harassments, as well as robberies and ill-treatment.
Several hundreds of thousands of able-bodied civilians men, women and youths were seized
arbitrarily by Russian special units in order to fulll the demand for labour and deported
to the Soviet Union for forced labour (Reparations Abducted, negotiated by Churchill,
Roosevelt and Stalin at the Yalta Conference 4-11 February 1945).

Mothers were not

allowed to take their small children with them, they were simply taken away from them.
The mass abductions from the conquered areas east of the Oder-Neisse border took place
between February and April 1945. The transport took place under inhumane conditions,
crammed together in freight wagons, partly also in cattle wagons.

Almost half of the

deportees, about half a million, lost their lives during the transport and in the camps due
to the strain, the cold or the hunger.
The independent Czechoslovak Republic was founded after the collapse of the Austrian
monarchy at the end of World War I in 1918. The Sudetenland (Bohemia and Moravia)
was also annexed.
By the Munich Agreement of 29.9.1938, this area was reintegrated into the German
Reich. But after the lost war the area was again assigned to Czechoslovakia, also with
the right to resettle the Germans from it.
With the Bene² Decree of 19 May 1945 (Bene² was the Czechoslovak President) the
property of the Germans and Madjars (Hungary) was transferred to Czechoslovakien
state administration (expropriated). On June 17, 1945, this decree was amended and the
distribution of German possessions to Czechs and Slovaks was established.
Since large parts of Czechoslovakia were still in German hands until the surrender,
there was no such hasty escape as in the East German regions. But also here the expulsion degenerated into a mass deportation. Only at the end of 1945 and 1946 an organized
resettlement was carried out. Over 3 million Sudeten Germans were expelled under great
harassment, cruelty and robbery. About 100,000 were killed in the process. The Germans
and the Czechs had lived here peacefully together for about 700 years. Now this coexistence was abruptly ended. The people who lived in Western Slovakia and were under
American occupation had a little more luck. During the occupation there were no lootings
and no other harassments like with the Red Army. The Americans also tried to prevent
the Czechs from riots and looting.
According to a census carried out on 29 October 1946, there were about 9.7 million
displaced persons and over 1 million refugees in all 4 occupation zones. In 1950, one of the
most important expellee statisticians, Dr. G. Reichling of the Federal Statistical Oce,
determined a total of about 12.4 million expellees and refugees who came to the West
from these areas as well as from Hungary, Romania and Yugoslavia. Approximately 2.2
million civilians had died as a result of ight, expulsion and deportation.
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If we think of the victims of the Holocaust and war and we should never forget them,
then we should also think of the victims of ight, expulsion and the unprecedented mass
deportations to Soviet labour camps (Siberia). More than 2 million women, children and
old people died here, who were not perpetrators but victims. As the English philosopher
Bernhard Russel wrote in the Times on 13 October 1945 ... these people were not exterminated by gas, but by agonizing starvation. Critical voices about this situation behind
the Iron Curtain in Russia remained unheard at the time. Russia was one of the victorious
powers. Even today it does not seem to t into the political context to confront this.
Guilt must not be counted up very well but addressed. The wounds of memory can
heal, but scars remain.

In spite of everything one should reconcile between the people

and live in peace, because new generations grow up who have nothing more to do with
these terrible events.
Due to the excessive population, it was not possible to get food for anything in the
cities on the exchange route, so you had to go to the countryside. The so-called hamster
rides were forbidden, the trains were also searched, but it was one of the few possibilities
to get something edible in exchange of cigarettes or to trade for something similar. There
was also a lack of fuel and coal trains were therefore often looted by the population.
My working hours were 48 hours from Monday to Saturday - noon. My only pleasure
was going to the cinema on Sunday. The cheapest seats in the rst 3 rows cost 75 ReichsPfennig (called shaving seats because you sat quite close to the screen and had to raise
your head). At that time there were only black and white lms. The foreign lms were
mostly with German subtitles.
Since many men had fallen in the war or were still in captivity, the ruins were cleared
by the women.

This work was very dangerous, because under the rubble there could

be dud bombs. They searched for wood for heating or other things that could perhaps
be reused, but above all for scrap iron. Scrap iron was paid quite well by some of the
new scrap dealers. The women did reconstruction work for themselves and others. For
this they had to knock the old bricks clean to be able to use them again, because there
were no new bricks, not even on purchase.

What one needed had to be gathered and

reused from the rubble. They inserted doors and remnants of glass panes into the broken
windows of the apartments. When the glass was not sucient, they sealed the windows
with plywood, boards, sheet metal or even cardboard and did much more.

In general,

they worked voluntarily, but in some cities they were also assigned to work. There were no
construction machines. These rubble women did a lot in the reconstruction. In addition
to this heavy work, they also had to look after their household and see how they could
feed their children. For food, which was only available on food stamps, one often had to
wait in line for a long time and sometimes the food went empty before it was one's turn.
People living in the Soviet occupation zone were badly o. In contrast to the Western
powers, the Soviet Union dismantled industrial plants and even railway tracks and shipped
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them to Russia as reparations.
Soviets.

The Eastern zone was economically exploited by the

In addition, hundreds of thousands of civilians, including many women and

children, were deported to Russian and Siberian camps for forced labour.
In the western occupation zones the re-education of the Germans to democrats began.
In the Soviet occupation zone, on the other hand, communism was forcibly introduced
according to the Soviet model under Stalin's dictatorship. The same applied to the other
Eastern European countries, which were all under Soviet inuence and became satellites
of the Soviet Union.
From 20.11.45 to 1.10.46 the war criminal trial against 24 main culprits of the NS
regime was conducted in Nuremberg. 12 were sentenced to death and the others to long
prison terms. Göring, who was also charged here, committed suicide. Hitler (April 30,
1945) and many of his closest party comrades had already committed suicide in the last
days of the war.
1945 also began the denazication of all Germans who were born before 1919 and
were over 14 years old when Hitler seized power on January 30, 1933 (those who were
now 26 years and older). Extensive questionnaires had to be lled out, including which
party they had elected on March 3, 1933, in the re-election of the Reichstag, which
had previously been dismissed by Hitler.

This question annoyed a lot of people and

they wanted nothing more to do with parties and politics, not even with clubs. In the
evaluation of the questionnaires, people were divided into the main culprits, the guilty, the
underburdened, the followers and the unburdened. Those who fell into the rst categories
were automatically removed from their jobs and were banned or even deprived of their
liberty. Particularly aected were civil servants in middle and senior positions. For these
functions, it was a necessity to be a member of the National Socialist Party. They were
often classied in the rst four categories and dismissed or dismissed from their leading
positions. They were only allowed to carry out simple tasks. For example, some heads of
department from the Oberpostdirektion/Fernmeldetechnik were only allowed to assemble
cables. Their positions were mostly taken over by workers who had not been with the party
or had described themselves as anti-fascists. With the help of the military government,
they promoted themselves to higher salary groups, one even up to the president of an
upper postal directorate. These new bosses did not have much idea of their new function,
because they lacked the qualications. As I learned during my later work in Munich, it
was not possible to downgrade these persons, even after the situation had normalized.
They could only be transferred to less important posts. The situation was similar in the
private sector. My parents were not in any party and were classied as unencumbered.
The Soviet dictator and mass murderer Stalin, in whose camps more than 20 million
people of various nationalities, including his own citizens, died, could neither be brought
to justice nor convicted because he was one of the victorious powers. Along with Hitler,
he and his helpers were among the worst criminals. I hope and believe that such despots
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as Stalin and Hitler, who have inicted so much suering on their own people and also
on other people, will never come to power again, nor will there be any war, for war is the
most terrible thing that can happen to people.
At that time one had been educated to the duty of fullment towards leaders, people
and fatherland and in general to obedience. The ocer corps were trained and vowed especially strictly in this direction. Nevertheless, there were attempts to remove Hitler from
power or to eliminate him. But they all failed. Through the Gestapo, Hitler had all his
opponents and those who opposed him, including many generals and ocers, arrested and
imprisoned, or executed. Also a clan imprisonment (arrest of the closer family members)
was threatened. In this already hopeless situation an early surrender would certainly have
saved the German people, especially the East Germans east of the Oder-Neisse and the
Sudeten Germans a lot of suering and many lives (soldiers and civilians) would have
been saved. Perhaps the resettlement would also have been more humane. But Hitler and
his helpers allowed the battle to continue senselessly to the bitter end and his people to
perish in agony. His victims were refugees and above all refugees.
Food started to be supplied from the USA. Many private organisations from America
(e.g. Care), Great Britain, Ireland, Sweden and Switzerland contributed much to alleviating the famine through their food supplies. In the schools, a yellow maize porridge and
cocoa not yet known in Germany was cooked and served as free school meals. In some
areas, only the undernourished pupils received this food at the beginning, but later all
the children received it.
In January 1946 I wrote once again to the tracing service of the German Red Cross
and to an address in Berlin.
At the end of February 1946 I received a letter from my parents, who had also searched
for me via the German Red Cross and the Berlin address. They were in Egweil, Landkreis
Eichstätt in Bavaria and they wanted me to come to them.
My boss told me to go there rst and see how the situation was there and come back
again. But I could not pay for the return trip. So a collection was made in the company
and the tickets for the round trip were bought for me. At the beginning of March 1946
(16 years old) I drove to Egweil. The train connection went only to Adelschlag, from here
I had to walk about 6km to Egweil.
I had been missing for over a year and the joy of the whole family was immense to
have nally found the believed lost son, brother and grandson again. I was overjoyed to
see my parents, my two sisters and my grandmother again. After about a week I drove
back to Wuppertal, fetched my few things and said goodbye to everyone.
Towards the end of March 1946 I nally drove to Egweil to be with my relatives. In
the meantime, unfortunately, my grandmother had passed away on March 15, 1946, at
the age of 87. It seemed to me as if she had just been waiting to see me again before she
left us forever. I was very sad because I loved my grandmother very much.
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In Egweil I started working on the farm of our landlady, Mrs. H., because her only
son was still in French captivity.

She had a medium-sized farm and a restaurant.

My

relatives had been forcibly accommodated by the authorities. After the end of the war,
my father no longer received a pension, only a welfare grant of 75 Reichsmark from
the Kreisfürsorgeverband Eichstätt. Far too little of course to support a family of ve,
especially as we children were still in education. And we also had to buy the basic needs
of the household goods again since we had to leave everything in Bütow (Bytow) during
the escape. The people from the village gave us beds and some household goods for the
beginning, but it was not enough for 5 people. We slept partly on boxes and on sacks
lled with straw as mattress. If you needed something, you could only buy it at overpriced
prices on the black market or exchange it for something else. The black market was of
course forbidden and often raids and arrests were carried out. Since we had nothing, we
could exchange nothing and the money and the Reichsmark was not worth much anyway.
My former boss, Mr.

Pickard from Wuppertal, even visited me once in Egweil.

I had

arranged an exchange deal for him - door and window ttings for wheat our.
My parents sewed felt slippers with old bicycle coats for the sole.

These were then

exchanged for food from the farmers. My mother also sewed clothes and mended laundry
for food as payment.
My sister Nelly came after the 5th class elementary school immediately into the 3rd
class of the grammar school in Eichstätt (at that time grammar schools started with the
1st class) and lived in a home of the Caritas for destitute refugee girls. The parents paid 8
Reichsmark (RM) per month for their accommodation and food. They couldn't give her
pocket money, which she had to accept. She she didn't have any shoes and they weren't
any available, so my father let a cobbler make a kind of sandal with open toes out of an
old briefcase. She also had to wear them in winter. Only much later she got a coupon to
buy 1 pair of shoes.
After the grain harvest, the whole family searched the elds for leftover grain. We took
the grains out of their pods and brought them to the Egweiler mill for grinding. We also
searched the potato elds after the harvest. Potatoes were the main food at that time.
The fuel allocations were also very low. Once for exapample when I needed two passport
photos for a passport, I had to bring four logs of wood for the photographer (sign in the
shop window) before he even took the photos.

On the banks of the ponds my mother

and my sisters picked up the goose and duck feathers lying around. My mother made a
blanket out of them. It was quite a tedious aair.
In the forest about 2-3km away we collected the dry twigs and pine cones lying around,
loaded them onto a handcart and then pulled the loaded cart over paths and country lanes
home. Sometimes we were even allowed to dig up a rootstock. Since food was so scarce,
we also collected mushrooms and berries.

From the berries my mother cooked jam or

compott. When we found a lot of mushrooms, the mushrooms were dried. Later we had
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the mushrooms with potatoes and sour cream. In the agriculture I worked unpaid, only
for food for my relatives. A farm worker and a maid were also employed. I did all the
work.

I mowed grain and grass with a scythe, because there were no machines.

The

mown grain was tied to sheaves by the women, including my sisters. The sheaves were
then set up in several groups to dry.

After the sheaves had dried, I drove them with

one of 2 steers, or sometimes 2 horses, into the barn, where they were stacked up to be
threshed.

The wheels of the cart were made of wood, which was covered with metal.

With small farmers such a cart was pulled by two dairy cows, since they could not aord
horses and/or steers. There were hardly any tractors. Only the biggest farmer in Egweil
had a tractor. Furthermore I took care of the animals and mucked out the stables. I also
helped with the threshing, because the threshing was a big action where the neighbours
helped each other. The threshing machine was borrowed. The previously stacked grain
had to be brought into the machine sheaf by sheaf, then the falling grains had to be lled
into the sacks and carried away. The resulting straw was then stacked step by step with
hay forks in the barn. It was a strenuous job, not to mention the wheat that fell into your
collar and shirt. That scratched and itched! My two sisters Nelly and Gertrud helped
both on the farm and in the restaurant but not for money, only for food.
After the death of American President Roosevelt in 1945, Harry Truman became the
new President of the USA. The Western powers gradually recognized the Soviet Union's
policy of expansion under dictator Stalin and the danger posed by Bolshevism - Communism. In 1946, in a speech to the US Congress, President Truman called for a halt to the
advance of communism. This was the beginning of the Cold War. The tensions between
the western powers and the Soviet Union grew.
bulwark against the Soviet Union.

West Germany bacame an important

One came to the conclusion that a strong Europe

could only be created with the inclusion of Germany.
The Morgenthau Plan, drawn up in the last year of the war by American Finance
Minister Henry Morgenthau, provided for Germany to become a purely agricultural state.
This would have meant the complete disempowerment of Germany, as it would have
involved the dismantling of its industrial plants and thus making Germany completely
dependent on the industrialised countries. Luckily, this plan was abandoned.
In 1947, the new US Secretary of State, Marshall, initiated the so-called Marshall
Plan in the Truman government. Its purpose was to build up the European economy, in
particular the German economy, by supplying US goods and granting loans.
The destroyed industries were rationalized and automated during the reconstruction.
The West German economy began to take hold slowly and recovered rapidly from the
war damage. During the reconstruction of the destroyed cities, a new, rather functional
construction method using concrete, steel and glass was applied for industrial and commercial buildings.

Blocks of ats were built with at roofs and looked like huge boxes

with windows.
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In April 1948, the Soviet Union closed the access roads from the west to the city of
Berlin, which was divided into four occupation zones. It wanted to conquer the former
Reich capital completely and eliminate all western inuences in its zone.

We were all

afraid that war could break out between the Western powers and the Soviet Union, which
would then have taken place on German territory. The then US military governor of the
US zone General Lucius D. Clay initially wanted to break through the blockade to Berlin
with an armed convoy and test the reaction of the Russians. However, this request was
rejected by the US government. For this reason, Americans and British troops set up an
airlift to supply the western sectors of Berlin. They were able to use the 3 air corridors
above the Soviet occupation zone, which they had negotiated with the Soviet Union at
the end of the war. Some 2.5 million inhabitants had to be supplied with food, coal and
medicine. The transport aircrafts continuously ew to Berlin Tempelhof and brought the
necessary supplies. As a result, West-Berlin was protected from Soviet seizure. It was a
highly explosive situation between East and West. The Soviets tried again and again to
obstruct the Airlift with their air manoeuvres and mock attacks over these corridors. We
were very afraid, because the Soviets would have been able to shoot down the planes. In
all this tension there were however also pleasant occurrences, e.g. a US pilot had dropped
sweets with small parachutes for Berlin children. Thereupon his airplane was called raisin
bomber.

The Berlin blockade failed as a result of the airlift.

It was abolished by the

Soviets on 12 May 1949 and road trac to Berlin was restored.

However, there were

many controls and harassments at the sector crossings.
In April 1949 the NATO - defence alliance between western Europe and the USA was founded. On August 29, 1949, the Soviets detonated their rst atomic bomb. This
made the Soviet Union the second superpower in the world alongside the USA, the rst
superpower.

The danger for world peace had now increased.

The Germans were very

worried, because a possible military conict would certainly have been carried out on
German ground.
On 20 June 1948 the currency reform was carried out in the western occupation zones
(American, British and French).

The old Reichsmark (RM) was replaced by the new

Deutsche Mark (DM). Each adult received a sum of 40 DM and another 20 DM 14 days
later. Any existing assets were converted at a ratio of 10: 1. Thus the saved assets were
practically destroyed in West Germany. We had nothing more to lose, because our assets
paid out from Lithuania, which had been deposited with the Deutsche Treuhandelsgesellschaft in Königsberg (East Prussia), now Kaliningrad Russia, was lost anyway after
the end of the war.
On 23 June 1948, against the resistance of the Soviet Union, the DM with imprint B
was also introduced in West Berlin. Shortly after the currency changeover in the West, the
Soviet occupying power also introduced the DM-East in its zone. As a result, Germany
was now divided economically as well.
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While the Cold War in Germany initially only aected Berlin, later the so-called Iron
Curtain between West and East Germany was nally lowered. The border was closed.
In West Germany a new beginning began after the currency reform. The shops had
more and more goods.

The food stamps and ration cards slowly became unneccessary

and in 1949 there were no more.
The occupying powers created new borders in West Germany, i.e. they merged smaller
states into larger ones and changed existing borders.

From autumn 1946 until spring

1947 the parliaments of these countries were elected by the nation.

Before (1946) the

rst municipal elections already took place. In addition to refounded old parties like the
SPD and the KPD, many new parties like CDU, CSU, FDP and many smaller parties,
which no longer exist today, were founded. The free elections with the many parties were
of course a big event. In Egweil a very docile old lady thought that she had elected the
Communion Party with the KPD (Communist Party of Germany). Probably there were
more such curiosities. The election winners were in fact only the major parties like the
CDU, CSU, SPD and FDP and these increasingly determined political life. Right-wing
and left-wing radical groups received only a few votes and were meaningless. People were
only entitled to vote at the age of 21. At that time I was only 17 years old and therefore
not yet entitled to vote.
The new Basic Law for the Western Zones was drawn up by the Parliamentary Council,
which had been appointed by the parliaments of the states, and adopted on 8 May 1949.
On 12 September 1949, this parliamentary council elected Theodor Heuÿ (FDP) as Federal
President, on 15 September 1949 Konrad Adenauer (CDU) as Federal Chancellor and on
20 September 1949 Professor Ludwig Erhard (CDU), a recognized economic expert, as
Minister of Economics.
The Federal Republic of Germany was then founded on 23 September 1949 on the basis
of this Basic Law from the West German States. The rst federal government was formed
by the CDU/CSU and the FDP. Its sovereignty, however, was restricted by the occupation
statute, which was only lifted on 5 May 1955.

At that time the Federal Republic had

about 50 million inhabitants. Bonn was chosen as the proposed capital because Berlin
was situated in an enclave within the Soviet occupation zone and was therefore initially
unsuitable as the capital. One hoped however for a later reunication. The colours black
and red gold, the former imperial ag before National Socialism, were designated as the
new federal ag. Professor Ludwig Erhard introduced the free market economy with a
liberal character, i.e.

competition unhindered by state intervention.

This marked the

beginning of enormous economic growth, which was referred to as the German economic
miracle.

There was a strong backlog demand for consumer goods.

The West German

economy recovered from the consequences of the war faster than the economies of France
and England. The Federal Republic now gained global economic importance. This made
it a politically valuable protectorate for the USA and the Western powers. Due to this
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strong economic growth and the not yet automated production processes, there was a
shortage of workers. In Italy, Spain, Greece, Turkey and later also in Yugoslavia, guest
workers were recruited in the 50's/60's for a limited stay in the Federal Republic. In these
countries even branch oces of the German employment oces were established. For this
purpose, Mr. B., someone I knew from the Füssen employment oce, was seconded to
Turkey. Later, after the economic boom, the social market economy was introduced with
a socially fair competitive order determined by the state in order to prevent capitalism
from spreading out.

West Germany gained a new self-condence and the lost war was

slowly pushed out of the memories.
The Soviet occupation zone was now completely separated from West Germany and on
7 October 1949 the German Democratic Republic (GDR) was established with about 16.8
million inhabitants. It was a Soviet-imposed dictatorship, i.e. a dictatorship based on the
Russian model with limited basic rights. There was no freedom of expression and people
with dierent political views were persecuted by the Stasi. The government formed the
communist SED. The 1st President was Wilhelm Pieck and the 1st Prime Minister Otto
Grotewohl. However, the rst secretary of the Central Committee of the Communist Party
(ZK) and SED founder Walter Ulbricht, who enforced Moscow's ideology, was decisive in
the government.
The planned economy was introduced.

The free dispositions of entrepreneurs were

replaced by state control of economic processes. This was followed by conscations and
nationalizations according to the Soviet model to establish state-owned enterprises (VEB)
and agricultural production communities (LPG). This system was forcibly introduced in
all republics under Soviet inuence, such as Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Romania,
Albania, Bulgaria and Yugoslavia. However, it led only to a very small boom and thus
hardly to any prosperity for the people.
At the conference in Yalta on 4-12 February 1945, with the participation of Roosevelt,
Churchill and Stalin, the Soviet sphere of inuence was also discussed, among other things,
about the new borders of Poland, the limitation of the occupation zones in Germany,
and the Soviet sphere.

The terminally ill US President Roosevelt was diplomatically

outsmarted by Stalin, so that Stalin gained many concessions. His scope of power now
extended from Stettin (Szczecin) on the Baltic Sea to Trieste on the Adriatic.

Thus

everything that was liberated by the Red Army remained red.
In the Soviet-occupied zone as well as in the other Soviet-controlled states, a communist dictatorship of Stalinist character emerged. Lithuania, Latvia and Estonia were
incorporated into the USSR as Soviet popular republics. Again and again, people who
did not t into the communist regime disappeared there.

The Nazi colour brown was

replaced by red, the methods remained the same. No freedom of expression and free will
was granted to the people, and no free press.

The population of the DDR, as well as

that of the other Eastern Block states, was dissatised. It was controlled and suppressed
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by the respective state security services. The same was said of the Russian secret police
(NKWD) and many secret informants. In order to prevent the inhabitants of the eastern
zone from eeing to the west and thus to avoid depopulation of the eastern sector, electric
fences with self-re systems and mine belts were installed.
In 1961, in the middle of Berlin, a wall was built between Berlin East and Berlin West:
the Berlin Wall. Many of the people living in the eastern sector tried to escaspe to the
west despite the danger. Some lost their lives in the process.
On 17 June 1953 there was a revolt in the DDR, which was mainly defeated by the
Russian tanks.

It was not until 1989 that the Honecker regime of the DDR was over-

thrown and the borders to the West were opened.

On October 3, 1990, reunication

(German unity) took place. The other Eastern European countries later also abandoned
the Communist regime.
In July 1944 (then 15 years old) I had nished the 3rd class of the secondary school
in Bütow/Pomerania (Bytow) and was transferred to the 4th class. The school was then
closed due to the eects of war.
In September 1946 (17 years old), I entered the 4th class of the Ober (postgraduate
school) in Schwabach near Nuremberg.

I lived in a dormitory attached to the school.

In our dormitory there were about 15 - 20 beds and on the wall there were as many
washbasins.

The food was still very meager, because the food was still limited.

had lessons also on Saturdays until 12 o'clock.
the weekend.

We

Most of the residents went home for

I could not aord a trip home to Egweil.

Sometimes I was invited by a

classmate and friend over the weekend to his parents in Abenberg, about 12km away from
Schwabach. I was very grateful to him for that.
After 3 years, in July 1949 (20 years old) I nished the high school with the Mittlere Reife. I was already relatively old, as I had lost 2 years of school time due to the
eects of the war. My goal was to study electrical engineering at the Oskar-von-MillerPolytechnikum (University of Applied Sciences) in Munich. But before that I had to do
an internship.
On August 1st 1949 I started as a trainee at the Stadtwerke Ingolstadt in the department of power supply. My salary was 25 DM per month, which was used for the train
journey from Adelschlag to Ingolstadt-Nord (approx. 18km) and back. Later I got a wage
for unskilled workers. To reach Adelschlag station from Egweil, I had to walk about 6km
and get up every day, Monday to Saturday, at 5am. In the evening, after another 6km
walk, I came home around 8 pm, exhausted, of course. Later I built myself a bicycle from
a frame which I found in an old gravel pit and two wheels which were given to me. Then
I was able to cycle to the station. The weekly working time at that time was 48 hours.
I was mainly busy with the electrical installation of transformer stations, among others
for the Auto Union, which was just setting up its factory in Ingolstadt to build DKW
motorcycles.

Furthermore, I was involved in the construction of overhead power lines,
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house supply systems, interior installations, street lighting and the preparation of wiring
diagrams in the technical oce. In 1950 the Autounion was founded in Ingolstadt and
with its start-up many workers were sought.

Thus many people from the surrounding

villages found work. It was the time of motorcycles, cars were hardly seen on the streets.
Now a bus service (approx. 18km) was established from Ingolstadt to Egweil via many
villages.

The bus departed, from Monday to Friday, in the morning at 6 o'clock from

Egweil and in the evening at 18 o'clock from Ingolstadt again.

On Saturdays it drove

back however at 13 o'clock , because on Saturdays one worked only until noon.
It was the custom at that time for apprentices to fetch bread for the working group
and to sweep the yard and workshop on Saturdays. As there were no apprentices at rst,
I was the only trainee, so to speak, and so I had to fetch bread and sweep the huge yard
and the workshop on Saturdays. Since the electric power stations could not yet produce
enough electricity, the electricity for the households was switched o for a few hours in the
mornings and afternoons. Only commercial businesses, doctors and the like were able to
obtain electricity by means of temporary aerial cables (FF cables). The electrical supply
in the cities at that time was mainly above ground via roof stands.
These power cuts were abolished in 1950. During the dismantling of such a cable from
a bungalow I had to descend over an attached garage. I supported myself with my left
arm on a fence rail, this broke and I fell into the building pit, dug in the neighboring
property. My left elbow joint was dislocated. I was taken to the private Dr. Liebig Clinic.
There, however, the joint could not be repositioned immediately, because the entire elbow
joint, ulna and radius were strongly displaced.

That was why I needed surgery.

I was

prepared for the operation and was given one of the usual ether general anesthesia late in
the evening. However, with the help of x-ray equipment, the doctors managed to retract
and plaster my elbow without surgery. Since the clinic was fully occupied, I was put into
a bed on the corridor in front of the maternity ward and fastened with 2 leather belts
until I woke up (this took a relatively long time with ether anaesthesia). In the trance
state during the wake-up phase, the two young night nurses, who looked after me, made
fun out of asking me when I had to get up at home to get to work. I said at 5 o'clock,
then they said that it was already 6 o'clock. Now the peace in the maternity ward was
over, because at 6 o'clock my bus left Egweil for Ingolstadt.

Still in narcosis trance I

tried to get up to reach my bus. Both nurses could not control me, and both leather belts
snapped. A doctor who had been called was able to give me an injection, after which I
immediately went to a deep sleep. The next day I was allowed to go home. The nurses
led me beforehand, into the maternity ward because the women there wanted to meet the
nightly disturber.
We didn't have a radio at home. So I made a radio out of a detector crystal, a needle
to scan the crystal, a coil and a small rotary capacitor to set the transmitter. The radio
had no power supply and only stronger medium wave transmitters could be heard.
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Later I got several tubes (P 2000) from former Wehrmacht radios from a friend of
mine. I obtained a plan and built with these tubes a proper radio for medium and short
wave reception. VHF did not exist at that time. Of course word got around in the village
and people brought their faulty radios to me to repair them. I had no idea about radio
technology, but nevertheless I tried to earn some money.
printed circuit boards and no transistors.

At that time there were no

They were tube devices with wired resistors

and capacitors as well as coils. I repaired according to optical facescore points. If a solder
contact was broken, I soldered it again. I replaced leaking capacitors or charred resistors.
If no fault was visible, then I had the tubes checked in a radio shop and replaced the
faulty ones.

I confess that I was often surprised myself when the radio worked again.

Sometimes the space in our living room was so full of disassembled radios that we had
hardly any room to eat at all. I also made some smaller installations in the stables and in
the houses. The payment was mostly made in the form of natural products such as eggs,
meat, ham or sausage.
The Egweiler football club once organised a festival in a small forest about 800 metres
away. I was approached by people who asked if there was any way to get electricity there
and install electric lighting.

We collected all the insulated wires and cables from the

farmers, then I connected all the cables and wires to one line and laid them up to the
grove. I then used this cable as an electrical conductor (phase, black) and connected it to
the pole of a socket on the last farm. As a neutral conductor, I had a long iron rod driven
into the ground in the grove and watered the dry forest soil. At that time there was no
own protective conductor (green/yellow). The neutral conductor (red) was earthed in the
transformer station and served at the same time also as protective conductor, i.e.

the

metal parts of the electrical devices were connected also to this neutral conductor (today
to green/yellow protective conductor). Several lamps were now hung up and behold, they
were on. Of course I was very happy about that, because of the voltage drop on the long
distance with dierent wire cross-sections it was not so sure that it would work. There
was not enough power for a music system, but this ran on batteries. My reputation in
the village of course increased.
One Sunday in Egweil there was a day of remembrance.

After the church we all

gathered at a memorial. On the stairs stood the president of the repatriation association,
in the middle the mayor and next to him the parish priest, a very strict gentleman and
very sensitive to the customs of his parishioners. The mayor started his speech with the
words: "Dear homecomers, - - - dear homecomers - - - - and at the same time he searched
nervously in all his pockets, then he yelled shit, I've lost my notes. The crowd laughed
and looked at the priest, but then the president seized the chance and saved the situation.
Backdated to April 1, 1950, my father now received, according to a letter from the
Obernanzdirektion Nürnberg, branch Ansbach of October 18, 1950, a monthly allowance
of DM 75, instead of the monthly welfare support of the Kreisfürsorgeverband Eichstätt of
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DM 75. However, this only changed the paying oce and the name, but nothing changed
in the amount.
On 1st October 1950 I started my degree in electrical engineering at the Oskar-vonMiller-Polytechnikum, Academy for Applied Technology (University of Applied Sciences)
in Munich specialising in high voltage engineering and the energy management.
My parents could only give me 25 - 35 DM per month, more was not possible. From
this amount I had to pay my room rent of 25 DM per month. The available money was
practically used up, and what I still lacked I earned through work, mainly during the
semester break but also during the term, as far as my studies allowed. The lectures took
place Monday to Saturday only in the mornings. Only on 2 afternoons were seminaristic
exercises. I had the possibility to work by the help of the student hotline and by my own
research. In the free afternoons, mostly however on Saturdays I unloaded bricks, gravel
and other building material and carried coal sacks into cellars, because at that time there
were predominantly single stove heatings with coal. The more rare steam heatings (warm
water central heatings) were likewise heated with coal/coke, which I shoveled from the
pavements and/or the yards into the cellars. I also swept sidewalks, swept the leaves in the
gardens and much more. If there was a lot of snow in winter, then I was able to earn money
by clearing the snow on pavements, access roads and also in factory yards. However, my
studies had absolute priority for me. The knowledge to be acquired here was, so to speak,
the capital for my whole life, which nobody could take away from me anymore. I always
tried to keep up to date and did not leave any gaps. During the holidays I was always
able to work as a student trainee at the technical oce of the public utilities in Ingolstadt,
even if it was only a few days, e.g. during the Easter holidays. Since I always had little
money but wanted to nish my studies and become an engineer under all circumstances,
I had to restrict myself everywhere, also with food. My nutrition consisted in the rst
3 semesters predominantly of bread, margarine, jam, herrings, red and white Presssack
(100 g cost at that time 25 Pfennig), eggs and a lot of potatoes, because everything else
was much too expensive. There was no canteen at that time, but luckily I was able to
share the kitchen with my landlords. In a letter from the Obernanzdirektion Nürnberg
dated 19 October 1951, my father received an advance payment of DM 308 per month
until his nal salary had been determined. The nancial situation of our family (parents
and three children) had now improved somewhat, but we were still in nancial diculties.
As we had lost everything due to the war, there was a great need to catch up on clothing
and household items. Also the education costs for us children had to be raised too.
In the summer holidays of 1952 I worked as a working student in the technical oce
of Gebrüder Sulzer, heating, ventilation and air conditioning, in Munich. I drew revision
plans. I did not get a scholarship until after the 3rd semester. Through the contacs of a
good friend of my parents (Miss von Strobl) I was able to have lunch for free in the last
two semesters in the canteen of the Justizpalast in Munich. That was of course very good
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for me, because in the last semesters the demands were very high and I had to learn late
into the night besides the lectures/seminaristic exercises. There was no time left to earn
money.

Not even today, can I believe how my parents managed to enable us children,

my two sisters and me to achieve a higher school education with so little income. They
certainly had to do without a great deal in order to provide us with a secure livelihood
through education. I am very grateful to my parents for this.
The compulsory military service was introduced on 21 July 1956.

In 1955 Theodor

Blank (CDU) was appointed as the 1st Federal Minister of Defense.

Since 1950, he

had been the Commissioner for Security Issues in Adenauer's government. However, the
construction of the Bundeswehr had certainly already begun in 1952/1953, because my
fellow student G.S., who was much older than me and, as far as I can remember, was with
the then Wehrmacht Oberfeldwebel, had volunteered to join the Bundeswehr and after
the 5th semester (February 1953) dropped out of his studies. As he told me, all volunteers
with a rank higher than that of the German Wehrmacht were hired at the beginning. He
achieved colonel status in his technical Bundeswehr career.
The motorbikes dominating the roads up to now were replaced by scooters like Vespa,
Goggo, Zündapp and others towards the end of the 40-ies/beginning of the 50-ies. These
scooters were especially liked by young girls and women, because here you could ride
with nice clothes and clean shoes without getting dirty as on the motorbikes.
time it was not usual for girls or women to wear trousers.

At that

Around the beginning and

middle of the 50's these scooters were replaced more and more by small cars.

They

were mostly 1 - 2-cylinder 2-stroke engines with small cubic capacities between 200 and
600 ccm and between 8 and 15 hp, such as the Goggomobil (200 ccm), Lloyd (300 -600
ccm), BMW-Isetta (250 ccm, even had a 1-cylinder 4-stroke engine.

Cycle engine, 12

hp) with front entry, Zündapp-Janus (2x2 persons sat back to back), Fuldamobil, Heinkel
and Messerschmitt cabin scooter (200 ccm) with entry from above as on a plane. The
advantage was, apart from the higher safety of 4 wheels, that you didn't get wet when
it rained. Some models, such as Heinkel and BMW Isetta, had the rear wheels so close
together that it looked like a single wheel. The Lloyd LP 300 was popularly nicknamed
the Leukoplastbomber because it had a plywood and plastic body.

With its 293 ccm,

the engine achieved an output of 10 hp and the car a top speed of 75km/h.

Many of

these small cars could even be driven with a class IV driving licence (motorcycle driving
licence). The smallest car at that time was the Kleinschnittger F 125 with a 125 ccm and
6 HP engine. It was registered for 2 people. It had no doors and you had to get in from
above, like a racing car.

Around the end of the 50's/beginning of the 60's the middle

class cars began to establish themselves. The most bought car at that time was the VW
Beetle, which had a very long delivery time of up to 1,5 years. The body consisted of a
xed frame with which the metal sheets were joined. The air-cooled engine, with approx.
1131 ccm, 24 HP and a max. number of revolutions of about 3000 3400 rpm, was located
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in the back. The relatively small rear window was divided in the middle and was called
pretzel window (until 1953). The engine was indestructible and often reached mileages
up to nearly 500.000km. The emergency vehicles of police, rescue services, re brigade
and authorities were at that time nearly exclusively 2-door VW beetles.
At that time there was no underbody protection or cavity sealing as is customary
today. The roads were not salted at that time. These were salted in Germany only after
1960 for reasons of trac safety, as motorization increased continuously. For winter use,
there were so-called studded tyres (treads studded with metal pins), which of course also
damaged the road surface. Anyone who wanted to do something good for their car simply
painted the underbody with waste oil. Later, the revs and the horsepower of the engines
became more and more powerful and, as they said, also the metal sheets thinner. The
mileage and the service life were reduced accordingly. At that time there were only socalled corner shops in the food sector. These were small shops and the customers were
served by the shopowner themselves. You could have personal conversations here, also
with people from the neighbourhood. Thus one always had a certain contact and learned
also any news from the area. At that time there was not much to buy pre-packed. Most
of the food was weighed and lled in paper bags, for milk you had to bring your own
milk can, which was then lled with means of a hand pump.

The amount to be paid

was calculated with a pencil on a piece of paper in the little corner shops. Only in larger
shops were there mechanical calculating machines with a small lever to press down. These
corner shops were later replaced more and more by supermarkets and chain stores.
Telephones in private households were very rare at that time. On the one hand, it was
expensive compared to income, and on the other hand, in many places, the connections
were not there.

There were very long waiting times.

In the small local networks as

well as in the long-distance networks there were still manual switching.

In the long-

distance oces, as for example in Munich, many young ladies sat at the switching cabinets.
Especially popular was the Fräulein vom Amt, who connected the long-distance calls with
plugs. You were able to talk to her personally, the whole thing wasn't as automatic and
cold as it is today.
On 14 July 1953 I completed my studies as a Diplom-Ingenieur (FH). One of my
lecturers, Prof. Korb (electrical machines), wanted to refer me to Siemens in Erlangen, but
I decided to work in the higher sector of (CFt service) of the former Deutsche Bundespost,
Oberpostdirektion (OPD) Munich - today Deutsche Telekom. After a written and an oral
examination I was recruited in Munich on September 1, 1953
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Annex
After a 2-year preparatory period (technical courses, administrative courses with exams,
domestic work on topics and training by all the technical departments) I was appointed
Technical Telecommunications Inspector (probationary ocial, A 9) in 1955. At rst I was
a permanent representative in the line technology department of the Fernmeldebauamt I
(FBA 1) in Munich (Ingolstadt - Freising/Moosburg - Grang - Seeshaupt a. Starnberger
See - Herrsching a. Ammersee - Fürstenfeldbruck - Markt Indersdorf, as well as the city of
Munich). Then, after about one year, I was a clerk at the construction site and later head
of the Service "Protection of Telecommunications Installations against Hazards and Inuence by High-current and high-voltage installations as well as against electrical corrosion",
also at FBA 1 Munich. As a part-time job, I also taught basic courses for the middle technical telecommunications service (technician/career) at the telecommunications school of
the Munich Regional Post Oce. Towards the end of 1958 I applied for the post of head of
the planning oce (head of department) for line networks (following tasks): Planning and
expansion of Local line networks, long-distance line networks, later also cable television
networks, and investment control with the establishment of expansion programmes) at the
Kempten Telecommunications Oce (FA). The position was given to me and on January
15, 1959 I was transferred to the Telecommunications Oce in Kempten. The ocial area
of the FA Kempten covers the area between Altenstadt at Illertissen - Babenhausen (in
the north), Westendorf and Trauchgau (in the east), German/Austrian border at Füssen
- Oberstdorf - Sonthofen - Lindenberg, Lindau/Nonnenhorn (in the south) - Hergatz Tannheim (in the west). This also included the larger cities of Kempten, Memmingen,
Kaufbeuren and Lindau. My promotions:

•

1965 to the Technical Telecommunications Chief Inspector

•

1969 Telecommunications ocer

•

1972 Telecommunications Ocer's Council

•

1980 Chief Telecommunications Ocer (nal stage of my career)

In the years 1973/74 I was a member of a working group formed by the Federal Postal
Ministry (Bonn) and the Central Telecommunications Oce (Darmstadt) for about 1
year, which consisted of 5 engineers and worked out guidelines for a standardized work
organization and distribution of tasks in the planning oces (departments) for the whole
federal republic. In addition, I gave lectures at advanced training courses on the introduction of new building regulations for the planning and extension of local line networks and
on work organisation and the establishment of work programmes for middle (technicians)
and upper (engineers) careers in the telecommunications school of the Munich Regional
Post Oce.
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